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ineteen people are still
N
said to be missing, a day
after a massive blaze snuffed
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bout a year ahead of the
A
Assembly polls in Tripura,
the BJP on Saturday elected its
State president Dr Manik Saha,
a dentist, as the new Chief
Minister in place of Biplab
Kumar Deb, who, in a surprise
move, was asked to put in his
papers by the party’s central
leadership.
Increasing factional fighting in the State BJP and dissent
against Deb were among the
major reasons for his ouster.
Deb had met Union Home
Minister Amit Shah and BJP
president JP Nadda here on
Thursday. Elections to the 60member Tripura Assembly will
be held early next year.
Saha was elected as the BJP
legislature party leader in the
presence of central observers
Bhupender Yadav and Vinod
Tawde. But it wasn’t a smooth
affair. As Deb proposed the 69year-old Saha’s name in the
meeting, Minister Ram Prasad
Paul protested, which led to a
scuffle among the MLAs.
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Sources said Paul, who
wanted Deputy Chief Minister
Jishnu Dev Varma, a member
of the erstwhile Tripura royal
family, as Deb’s successor also
broke a few chairs before the
situation was calmed.
Saha later met the
Governor at Raj Bhavan and
submitted the claim to form the
Government with a letter of
support from the party legisla-

tors. Saha promised to continue working for the State as well
as the BJP.
“Our chemistry (of Saha
and Deb) is strong. Earlier
also, I worked for the party and
will continue to do it,” Saha
said. The decision was taken
hours after Deb, who was the
CM for four years, tendered his
resignation to Governor S N
Arya, saying that the party

BTRdaXch_Tab^]]T[P]SRXeX[STUT]RT^UUXRXP[bPccWTbXcTPb=3A5_Tab^]]T[RPaah^dcaTbRdTP]SaT[XTUf^aZPUcTaP\PbbXeT
UXaTPcP]^UUXRTQdX[SX]V]TPacWT<d]SZP<Tca^BcPcX^]X]FTbc3T[WX^]BPcdaSPh
AP]YP]3X\aXk?X^]TTa

have triggered the fire,” said
Atul Garg, the Chief Fire
Officer, Delhi Fire Service
(DFS).
The fire was so intense that
out of 27 people killed in inferno only eight have been identified by police. The deceased
have been identified as Tania
Bhushan, Mohini Pal, Yashoda
Devi, Ranju Devi, Vishal,
Drishti, Kailash Jyani and Amit
Jyani. The identity of the rest 19
bodies is yet to be discovered.
The father and son duo-Kailash Jyani and Amit Jyani- had come here at the compa-

ny for a motivational lecture on
the second floor.
Police said that they have
initiated the DNA process for
those dead bodies which cannot be presently identified.
According to a list released
by the district magistrate of
West Delhi, the injured have
been identified as Satish (38),
Pradeep (36), Ashu (22),
Harjeet (23), Nitin (24),
Avinash (29), Sandhya (22),
Dhanvanti (21), Bimla (43),
Ayesha (24) and Mamta (52).
Following the incident,
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind

Kejriwal ordered a magisterial
enquiry into the matter.
“It is a very unfortunate
incident and a magisterial
enquiry has been ordered. We
will not spare anyone, whoever is responsible for the incident. Two brothers have
been arrested so far, said
Kejriwal.
The Chief Minister also
announced to provide an exgratia relief of Rs 10 lakh each
to the kin of the deceased
while the injured will be given
Rs 50,000 per person by the
Delhi Government.
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the world’s second
Iafterndia,
largest producer of wheat
China, has banned wheat
exports with immediate effect
saying it is part of its steps to
control the price surge at home,
manage the overall food security of the country and support
the needs of the neighbouring
and other vulnerable countries. The decision is contrary
to India’s big export plans,
especially against the backdrop of an affected global supply chain due to the RussiaUkraine conflict. Further, the
Government is under pressure
to rein in inflation that surged
to 7.79 per cent in April.
Incidentally, the decision
also comes just a day after the
Government even announced
to send trade delegations to
nine countries “for exploring
possibilities of boosting wheat
exports from India”.
“The export policy of
wheat is prohibited with imme-

CadRZb[^PSTSfXcWbPRZb^UfWTPcbcP]SPcPfW^[TbP[TVaPX]\PaZTcX]0\aXcbPa^]
?C8
BPcdaSPh

diate effect,” the Directorate
General of Foreign Trade
(DGFT) said in a notification
on Friday. However, the export
shipments for which irrevocable letters of credit (LoC) have
been issued on or before
the date of this notification
will be allowed, the DGFT
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hina will not host the AFC
C
Asian Cup final round next
year in view of the surging
COVID-19 cases in the country, the continent’s football
governing body said on
Saturday.
Asian
Football
Confederation (AFC) said it
has been officially informed by
the Chinese association that it
would not be able to host the
continental showpiece next
year. “Following extensive discussions with the Chinese
Football Association, the Asian
Football Confederation (AFC)
has been officially informed by
the CFA that it would not be
able to host the AFC Asian Cup
2023,” the AFC said in a statement.
China were named as hosts
of the 2023 AFC Asian Cup in
June 2019, at the AFC
Extraordinary Congress in
Paris. The 24-team competition
was to be hosted across 10
Chinese cities from June 16 to
July 16 next year.

wants him to “work to
strengthen the organisation”
and that there is a “need to
bring the party to power
again”.
“I did my best,” said the
outgoing Chief Minister and
stressed that he would work for
the party” and that “Biplab Deb
can fit in anywhere”.
Deb could again be made
State BJP chief.

out 27 lives at a commercial
building in West Delhi’s
Mundka area. Of the 27 bodies, the authorities have managed to identify only eight
people. A top fire official said
that the death toll may rise as
charred remains were recovered from the second floor of
the building on Saturday morning. It is suspected that the
death count may climb beyond
27.
The administration is also
clueless about the whereabouts
of those missing since the incident. According to police, of
the 21 women and six men
missing, eight of them have
been identified.
During the search by the
fire department on Saturday
morning, some charred
remains were also found.
“We have found charred
remains and it is difficult to
ascertain whether they are of
one person or more. Initial
investigation suggests an explosion in an air-conditioner may

“The AFC acknowledges
the exceptional circumstances
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, which led to the relinquishment by China PR of its
hosting rights,” the AFC said.
The Indian team is vying
for a place in the 2023 AFC
Asian Cup and will feature in
the final qualifying round to be
held in Kolkata next month.
The AFC said it worked
closely with the CFA and the
Local Organising Committee
(LOC) during the preparations and several milestones
were achieved, including the
launch of the tournament logo

and the unveiling of the newly
completed Shanghai Pudong
Football Stadium last year.
“The AFC appreciates that
China PR, the CFA and the
AFC Asian Cup China 2023
LOC have made this very difficult but necessary decision in
the collective interests...Which
has also provided the AFC the
required time to assess the situation regarding the hosting of
the AFC Asian Cup 2023.”
The AFC said it will continue to work closely with its
commercial partners and stakeholders to chart out the future
course of action.

stated.
It also clarified that wheat
exports will be allowed on the
basis of permission granted by
the Government of India to
other countries to meet their
food security needs and based
on the request of their
Governments.

New Delhi: Agriculture
Ministers from the Group of
Seven industrialised nations on
Saturday condemned India's
decision to ban unapproved
wheat exports after the country was hit by a punishing
heatwave.
Hours after G7’s reaction
against export ban, Union
Minister Hardeep Singh Puri
tweeted, “Wheat stocks are
comfortable. Decision to
restrict wheat exports taken
with focus on India's food
security, ensuring affordable
foodgrain and to combat market speculation. India, a reliable supplier will fulfil all
commitments including needs
of neighbours and vulnerable
countries.”
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he issue of a regular fullT
time Congress president
continued to mark its presence
on Saturday at the ongoing Nav
Sankalp Chintan Shivir of the
party with its different factions
“unofficially” and separately
pitching the names of Rahul
Gandhi and Priyanka Gandhi
for the top job before the
media on the sidelines of the
deliberations.
Officially, though, the
party in its internal meetings
chose to sidestep the issue. In
a meeting of AICC general secretaries, PCC presidents and
legislature party leaders over
the party’s mass contact programmes, sources said a discussion cropped up about the
immediate concern of leadership crisis.
A section of leaders
appeared to be pitching for a
different candidate and another wanted to bring back Rahul
Gandhi to lead the party,

2^]VaTbbX]cTaX\_aTbXST]cB^]XP6P]SWXfXcW_Pach[TPSTaAPWd[6P]SWXP]S
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sources said adding there is
likely to be a collective demand
on the concluding day of the
Shivir to bring the former
Congress president back at the
helm of affairs, officially.
Rahul called for planning
Jan Jagran Abhiyan action
plan.

Chandigarh: Punjab Congress
chief Sunil Jakhar on Saturday
announced his decision to
quit the party which had last
month removed him from all
positions.
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New Delhi: The CBI has
booked a network of individuals engaged in Indian Premier
League (IPL) betting since
2013 in collusion with a
Pakistani operator.
The agency has named one
accused from Delhi — Dileep
Kumar of B-9/200, Sector 5,
Rohini — besides two individuals from Hydearbad —
Gurram Satish and Gurram
Vasu. “A reliable information
has been received about a network of individuals involved in
cricket betting influencing outcome of IPL matches based on
inputs received from Pakistan,”
reads the FIR.
It further said, “In the garb
of betting related to IPL matches, they are cheating the general
public by inducing them for
betting. For this purpose, they
have opened bank accounts
using fake identities and KYC
documents in connivance with
unknown
bank
officials.”
PNS
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akistan and China will take
P
part in an anti-terrorism
meeting here next week under
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hree police personnel were shot dead by
T
black buck poachers in Saga Barkheda village of Aron region in Guna district in Madhya
Pradesh late on Friday night. One accused
Naushad was killed in the same encounter, while
another criminal Shahjad Khan was gunned
down in another encounter with cops on
Saturday afternoon.
The incident occurred under the precincts
of Aron police station, when the policemen had
gone to nab the poachers after receiving a tipoff.
The deceased have been identified as Subinspector Rajkumar Jatav, 27 and constables,
Neeraj Bhargava, 38, and Santram Meena, 27.
Soon after the information reached Bhopal,
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan conducted a high-level meeting at around 10 am and
gave directives to take stern action against the
culprits. By the afternoon, the police and
administration had identified all the accused that
were from nearby villages and bulldozed the
houses of two of them.
Inspector general of Gwalior Anil Sharma
has been removed from the post, as he had not

reached the scene of crime even after 12 hours.
He has been replaced by D Srinivas Varma.
Ironically, Varma was posted as Gwalior IG few
months ago, but due to strong opposition by a
Union Minister, he was not allowed to join
and under pressure, Amil Sharma was posted
there.

the aegis of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO).
Despite tension between the
two countries, an Indian delegation had also participated in
a similar meeting in Pakistan
last year.
The upcoming meeting
scheduled from May 16 to 19
will see a Pakistan delegation
coming to India for the first
time after Prime Minister
Shehbaz Sharif took over last
month. Pakistan also appointed a Minister (Trade) at its
High Commission here recently after a gap of more than three
years thereby signaling some
positive movement in ties
between the two countries.
Leaders and officials of India
and China have also participated in the SCO meets even as
stand-offs persist at LAC for
last two years.
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NEP to be implemented in
Last rites of Swami Temperature set to
U’khand from July 1- Rawat
rise in Doon today
Muktanand held

PNS PAURI
he State’s Higher Education
minister Dhan Singh Rawat
said that the National
Education Policy (NEP) will be
implemented in the state from
July 1 this year. Uttarakhand
will become the first state in the
nation to implement the new
NEP. He said that the syllabus
from primary to secondary
classes is being prepared
according to this education
policy. He further said that the
State government is going to
make smart classes in 12,000
schools. The Union government has said that education
should also be on the basis of
traditional Indian knowledge.
The minister was speaking at a
conference of the junior high

T

school teachers association,
Pauri late on Friday evening.
Rawat said that many teachers are performing their duties
in an excellent manner, which
was ascertained during inspections. A function will be organised to facilitate such teachers
from primary to secondary
level to further motivate such
teachers. He said that guest
teachers will be appointed to
posts of lecturers till the vacant
posts are filled by the commission. Further, alternate
arrangements will be make to
resolve the shortage of assistant
teachers. Rawat said that the
state has 34 per cent female
teachers, many of whom also

need to go on maternity
leave.An alternative arrangement will be made so that the
students do not suffer during
the maternity leave of the
teachers.The minister said that
additional budget will be provided to every school from primary to secondary level for
sports and library. In addition
to this, facilities will be provided to enable the children to
learn Garhwali, Kumaoni or
Jaunsari language as per their
choice. Local MLA Raj kumar
Pori, additional director of secondary education Mahavir
Bisht, association president Jai
Chand Arya and others were
present on the occasion.

DEHRADUN
ith the brief rainy spell
over in most parts of the
State, the temperature has been
on the rise especially in the
plains. According to the weather forecast, the temperature in
the provisional State capital
PNS

PNS
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he last rites of the treasurT
er and founding member of
Patanjali Yogpeeth Trust,
Swami Muktanand were held at
Kankhal here on Saturday. He
expired following a cardiac
failure late on Friday night.
Yoga guru Swami Ramdev, his
aide Acharya Balkrishna and
other members of the religious fraternity were also present during the last rites.
Remembering him, Ramdev

said that his life was full of
Muktanand’s treatments. “He
was our patron and was living
a sanyasi’s life in the real sense.
I am considered the highest in
our organisation but I considered Swami Muktanand to be
senior most. His affection and
blessings can never be forgotten,” said Ramdev.
Balkrishna said that
Muktanand was like a father,
mother and friend to him.

Juna Akhada Achar ya
Ma h a m a n d a l e s hw a r,
Avadheshanand Giri, Swami
Chidanand of Parmarth
Niketan, Panchayati Udasin
Akhada Pramukh Mahant
Raghu Muni and Mahanirvani
Panchayati Akhada secretary
Mahant Ravindra Puri along
with various other members of
the religious fraternity were
also present on the occasion.

Dehradun may inch closer to
40 degrees Celsius on Sunday.
The State meteorological centre has forecast the likelihood
of dry weather prevailing in the
districts on Sunday. The surface
winds are likely to be strong
and gusty during the day time
at isolated places. Dehradun is
forecast to experience mainly
clear skies with the maximum
and minimum temperatures
likely to be about 39 degrees
Celsius and 24 degrees Celsius

respectively on Sunday.
Meanwhile, Didihat received
about 14.5 millimetres of rain
while Agastyamuni received
19 millimetres of rain on
Saturday. The maximum and

minimum temperatures
recorded in various parts of the
State on Saturday were 38.5
degrees Celsius and 23.7
degrees Celsius respectively in
Dehradun, 39 degrees Celsius
and 24 degrees Celsius in
Pantnagar, 27.4 degrees Celsius
and 14.6 degrees Celsius in
Mukteshwar and 27.2 degrees
Celsius and 17.4 degrees
Celsius respectively in New
Tehri.

‘Badman’ recalls struggles &
achievements with students

Staff team defeats students
in basketball match

PNS DEHRADUN
ula's Institute hosted a talk
show with noted actor
Gulshan Grover on Saturday
during which the thespian
shared anecdotes from his life
and motivated the students to
work hard to achieve their
dreams.

T

T

tions. All this could only be
achieved through education."
Sharing an anecdote from his
childhood, he said, "When I
was a school student, my father
faced some difficulties in his
career. There was a phase when

PNS DEHRADUN
he Asian School held a
basketball match
between the staff and students of the outgoing class
XII batch. The school principal Ruchi Pradhan Datta
presided over as the chief
guest.

industry's 'Badman', my life
journey has been full of ups
and downs. My motive behind
sharing this story is to inspire
you all so that you work hard
in life and achieve unprecedented success."

Youngsters from Dharchula practice Yoga during river rafting training organised in Nainital by
the KMVN as part of CM border area development programme on Saturday
Pioneer photo

Grover said, "I belonged to
an average and financially weak
family. My late father always
taught me and my siblings to
rise above all our problems and
fulfill our dreams and ambi-

I had to sell detergent door to
door, in order to pay for my
tuition fees. From working as
a detergent salesman at a young
age to making my way through
Bollywood and becoming the

The staff got the ball and
also managed to defeat
the students’ team. Ronit
Rawat from the students’ team
was adjudged the best player of
the match. The school director
Gaganjyot Juneja, director

(Academics) Anant VD
Thapliyal along with the staff
and school students were also
present on the occasion.

Executive director of Tula's
Institute, Silky Jain Marwah
thanked Grover for sharing
stories and anecdotes of his life
while also inspiring the institute students on the occasion.

Mountains may become like
Delhi in a few decadesChandra Bhushan
PNS

DEHRADUN

he rising heat in Himalayan
T
States like Uttarakhand and
Himachal Pradesh is a cause for
serious concern. Stating this,
noted environmentalist
Chandra Bhushan said that
the situation may get out of
hand in the future if necessary
steps are not taken immediately. If constructions continue
at this pace, the mountainous
regions will have conditions
like Delhi in a couple of
decades. He said this in an
online interaction with Anoop
Nautiyal of SDC Foundation.
Bhushan said that before
the industrial revolution the
earth’s temperature had risen by
one degree Celsius in three lakh
years but after that it rose by
one degree Celsius in a period
of 150 to 170 years. The earth’s
temperature rising by a degree
means that it increased by five
to six degrees in many places,
he said.Expressing concern at

heat wave days in Himalayan
States, he said that during
April, there were 21 such days
in Himachal Pradesh and four
in Uttarakhand. He explained
that a heat day is when the temperature rises above 30 degrees
Celsius in the mountains and
40 degrees Celsius in the plains.
A heat day is also when the
temperature rises 4.5 degrees
Celsius to 6.5 degrees Celsius
above the normal. He further
observed that the condition of
Dehradun has completely
changed now. Till some years
ago even fans were not really
needed in Dehradun but now
many people start using air
conditioners in April itself.
The number of heat days has
increased in all Himalayan
states during the past 10 years,
he added.
Bhushan said that forest fires
also have a major role in the rising number of heat days in

Uttarakhand. He said that
about 10-15 years ago, about
150 forest fire incidents used to
take place in the state during a
year while now this number is
upto four thousand in a year.
On the other hand, heat wave
also contributes in increasing
the number of forest fires.
Expressing concern at the axing
of a large number of trees in the
name of development, he said
that the temperature in general is lower in cities which have
more trees. He also opined that
building concrete homes
instead of the traditional buildings in mountainous areas is
also a wrong practice. If constructions in mountainous
areas continue at this pace, such
areas will be like Delhi in a few
decades. The carrying capacity and ecology of pilgrimage
centres should also be considered during the Char Dham
Yatra, he added.
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Salvation comment by BJP
leader attracts condemnation

Treatment of fractures
starts in Kedarnath shrine
PNS

DEHRADUN

BJP leader Shadab Shams said that pilgrims
dying in Yatra believe they are attaining Moksha
PNS

DEHRADUN
ment and failure to make adequate preparation for the Char
Dham Yatra. “ If he believes
that the people dying in the
Yatra are attaining salvation
then I would suggest to Shams
that he too should go for Haj
Yatra and attain Moksha,’’ she
said.
The Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) has also strongly reacted to the purported statement
of Shams. The media in-charge
of the party Amit Joshi said that
the statement of Shams is highly deplorable and is an insult to

the followers of Hinduism. He
said that pilgrims are dying in
the Yatra due to the mismanagement and lack of medical
facilities but Shams has put the
onus of deaths of the pilgrims
on them only which is not at all
acceptable. He said that the
statement of Shams has
exposed the mindset of the ruling BJP. “ The BJP spokesman
should seek apology for his
statement from the pilgrims
and the people of the state. He
should seek forgiveness from
the souls of those who have
died in the Yatra,’’ he said.

I have been misquoted, says Shams
PNS DEHRADUN
he State spokesman of BJP, Shadab Shams has clarified that
he was quoted out of context and he has never said that
the pilgrims dying during the Yatra are attaining salvation.
Talking to The Pioneer, the BJP leader said that while putting
his views in a news portal on the deaths of pilgrims he said
that only those pilgrims have died who were suffering from
the high BP or those having long Covid which reduces their
lung capacity. He further said that the state government has
issued an advisory to the pilgrims that those suffering from
these diseases should not come to the Yatra but many pilgrims
are hiding their diseases at the health posts. “When we got in
touch with these pilgrims, they said that their belief is very
strong and if they die in Yatra they will attain Moksha,’’ he said.

T

statement made by the
A
State spokesman of
Bharatiya Janata Party, Shadab
Shams on the deaths of pilgrims in the Char Dham Yatra
stirred a hornet’s nest on
Saturday with the opposition
parties launching a scathing
attack on the BJP for the comment. Shams on Saturday had
said that pilgrims come here
with such faith that they think

that even if they die during the
pilgrimage, they will attain salvation (Moksha). It is pertinent
to mention here that 27 pilgrims have died so far during
the Char Dham Yatra. The
state government is getting
cornered in various quarters for
these deaths and questions are
being raised on the arrangements made by the government
for the Char Dham pilgrims.

Taking strong exception to
the statement of the BJP leader
Shams, the spokesperson of
Uttarakhand Congress Garima
Dasauni said that it appears
that the BJP leaders have lost
their mind. She said that it is
clear that Shams is making
such an absurd comment to
protect the image of his government which is getting dented by the gross mismanage-

Shams further said that he has been misquoted and would
request all pilgrims to take the advisory seriously and not hide
their diseases.

Traditional fairs represent Bear kills another
culture, heritage &
bear in Tehri
spirituality- CM Dhami
PNS DEHRADUN
he chief minister Pushkar
Singh Dhami has said that
the traditional fairs represent
our culture, spirituality and
customs and they should be

T

Uttarakhand one of the best
states of the country. He said
that the state is moving forward
on the path of development by
taking everyone along. Dhami

village farm

PNS NEW TEHRI
clash that broke out
between two bears resulted in the death of one
Himalayan black bear in a
farm land of Palas village in
Chamba area of Tehri district
on Friday night. The male bear
estimated to be aged about
eight years lost his life in this
struggle. The Forest department recovered the body of the
deceased bear and burnt it
after the post-mortem conducted on Saturday.

A

Ranger of Sakalana forest
division, Pramod Pandey said

villagers shouted and drove
away the bears. On Saturday
morning, the villagers were
going to their fields when they
found one bear dead in the
fields.
The villagers informed the
Forest department personnel
who reached the spot.
Veterinary officer Abhishek
Painyuli conducted the postmortem of the body and after
which the Forest department
team burnt the carcass. The
ranger said the bear had died
due to injuries sustained in a

he pilgrims getting injured
T
or having fractured bones
would now be treated in the

foundation for providing services to the pilgrims.
The Rudraprayag MLA
Bharat Chaudhary said that the
medical facilities in Kedarnath
shrine have improved a lot after
the disaster of 2013 and the
credit for this goes to the team
of Six Sigma. He said that
availability of better medical
facilities has resulted in an
increase in the number of pilgrims in Kedarnath.

Kedarnath shrine. The health
and education minister Dhan
Singh Rawat inaugurated the
digital X- ray and laboratory at
the residence of Rudraprayag
district magistrate on Saturday.
This facility would be provided by the Six Sigma and Star
foundation in the Kedarnath
shrine. Speaking on the occasion, Rawat said that the Six
Sigma High Altitude medical
service team is providing high
quality medical facilities to the
pilgrims in the Char Dham
Yatra. He said that the state
government is making every
possible effort to ensure that
every health facility is provided to the pilgrims. The minister heaped praises on the personnel of Six Sigma and Star

“ Health minister inaugurates the digital X ray
machine &
Lab ”

The Kedarnath MLA Shaila
Rani Rawat also praised the
services being provided in
Kedarnath and assured that
every possible support would
be provided to the medical
team.
The Managing Director of
Six Sigma high altitude medical
service Dr Pradeep Bhardwaj
said a team of 130 doctors is
working in Kedarnath. He said
that the X-ray machine and
laboratory has been installed in
Kedarnath and it would help
the pilgrims who get injured
during the Yatra.
The founder of Star
Foundation Dr Samir Bhati
said that the initiative is taken
under the ‘ Star Healthy India
mission’.

24 new cases of Covid-19 reported in U’khand
PNS DEHRADUN
he state health department
of Uttarakhand reported
24 new patients of the Covid19 in the state on Saturday.
Death of no patient was reported in the state on the day. The
authorities also declared four
patients cured from the disease
on the day. The department
has so far detected 92,611 new
cases of the disease from
January 1 this year till date. A
total of 88,984 patients have
recovered from the disease so
far in this year while 275
patients have died in the state
since January 1 this year. The
recovery percentage of the disease was at 96.08 per cent on
Saturday. The positivity rate of

each from Almora, Haridwar
and Nainital and one each
from Rudraprayag and Udham
Singh Nagar on Saturday.

T

the disease was reported at 1.06
per cent on the day. The health

department reported ten new
patients from Dehradun, four

The number of active
patients of Covid-19 in the state
mounted to 108 on Saturday.
Dehradun with 64 cases is at
the top of the table of active
cases while Haridwar has 14
and Nainital 13 active cases of
the disease. Bageshwar,
Chamoli, Champawat and
Pithoragarh now have no active
cases of the disease. In the
ongoing vaccination drive
16,595 people were vaccinated
in 1046 sessions in the state
held on Saturday.
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said that the state government
has taken a decision to provide
three LPG cylinders free every
year to 1.84 lakh Antyodaya
families.

He said that in the earlier
times the Fairs used to be the
meeting points for the people.

The CM offered prayers at
the temple and took part in the
famous Fair. He announced
that the Bhadraj fair would be
provided a grant equivalent to
what is provided to any government fair. Dhami said that
the approval for the metaling of
the Doodhli- Digoli motor
road would be given in this
financial year.

The CM said that
Uttarakhand is an important
state in terms of tourism and
spirituality and the state is
moving forward in every sector under the guidance of
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. He said that every possible effort is being made to
provide every possible facility
to the pilgrims in the Char
Dham Yatra. Dhami asserted
that the state government is
committed
to
make

Cabinet minister Ganesh
Joshi, chairman of Mussoorie
Nagar Palika Anuj Gupta and
others were present on the
occasion.
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that the incident took place late
on Friday night when villagers
saw a clash between two bears
in the fields of Palas village. On
hearing the commotion, the

fight with another bear. Injury
marks made by the claws of
another bear were found on the
neck of the deceased bear.
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With tourists thronging the usual popular picnic spots in Dehradun to seek relief from the heat, many like these two men are
making their way to private resorts to enjoy cool waters away from the crowds
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protected. The CM participated in a programme organised
on the occasion of the Bhadraj
fair in the Bhadraj temple here
on Saturday.
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ussian troops are withdrawing from Ukraine's
second-largest city after weeks
of heavy bombardment, the
Ukrainian militar y said
Saturday, as Kyiv and Moscow's
forces engaged in a grinding
battle for the country's eastern
industrial heartland.
Ukraine's general staff said
the Russians were pulling back
from the northeastern city of
Kharkiv and focusing on
guarding supply routes, while
launching mortar, artillery and
airstrikes in the eastern
Donetsk province in order to
“deplete Ukrainian forces and
destroy fortifications.”
Defense Minister Oleksii
Reznikov said Ukraine was
“entering a new - long-term phase of the war.”
As the country's top prosecutor put a Russian soldier on
trial for war crimes, the first of
dozens that could face charges,
President
Volodymyr
Zelenskyy said Ukrainians were
doing their “maximum” to
drive out the invaders and that
the outcome of the war would
depend on support from
Europe and other allies.
“No one today can predict
how long this war will last,”
Zelenskyy said in his nightly

R

video address late Friday.
Russia's offensive in the
Donbas, a mining and industrial region which Moscowbacked separatists have partially controlled since 2014,
appeared to be turning into a
back-and-forth slog with no
major breakthroughs on either
side.
After failing to capture
Kyiv, Ukraine's capital, the
Russian military decided to
concentrate on the Donbas, but
its troops have struggled to gain
and hold ground.
Before the war, Ukraine
had its most highly trained soldiers in the region to stave off
the Russia-backed rebels.
Russia has captured some
villages and towns during its
invasion. The Ukrainian military chief for the Donbas'
Luhansk province said Friday

that Russian troops had nearly full control of Rubizhne, a
city with a prewar population
of around 55,000.
Zelenskyy said Ukraine's
forces had also made progress,
retaking six Ukrainian towns or
villages in the past day.
Western officials said
Ukraine had driven Russian
forces back around Kharkiv.
The largely Russian-speaking city was a Russian key military objective in the early
phase of the war, when
Moscow was still hoping to
capture and hold major
Ukrainian cities.
The Institute for the Study
of War, a Washington-based
think tank, said Ukraine
“appears to have won the Battle
of Kharkiv.”
It said, “Ukrainian forces
prevented Russian troops from

encircling, let alone seizing
Kharkiv, and then expelled
them from around the city.”
Regional governor Oleh
Sinegubov said in a post on the
Telegram messaging app that
there had been no shelling
attacks on Kharkiv in the past
day. He said Ukraine had
launched a counteroffensive
near Izyum, a city 125 kilometers (78 miles) south of Kharkiv
that has been under effective
Russian control since at least
the beginning of April.
Fighting was fierce on the
Siversky Donets River near the
city of Severodonetsk, where
Ukraine has launched counterattacks but failed to halt
Russia's advance, said Oleh
Zhdanov, an independent
Ukrainian military analyst.
“The fate of a large portion
of the Ukrainian army is being
decided — there are about
40,000 Ukrainian soldiers,” he
said.
However, Russian forces
suffered heavy losses in a
Ukrainian attack that destroyed
a pontoon bridge they were
using to try to cross the same
river — the largest in eastern
Ukraine — in the town of
Bilohorivka, Ukrainian and
British officials said, in another sign of Moscow's struggle to
salvage a war gone awry.
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ussian Minister of Defense
Sergey Shoygu spoke with
R
U.S. Defense Secretary Lloyd
Austin on Friday after months
of refusing direct contact with
his American counterpart. But
officials said the call didn't
appear to signal any change in
Moscow's war in Ukraine.
A senior Defense Department
official said Friday that while
Austin believes the hour-long
conversation was important in
the effort to keep lines of communication open, it didn't
resolve any “acute issues” or
lead to any change in what the
Russian are doing or saying as
the war enters week 12.
The call — initiated by Austin
— marked the highest level
American contact with a
Russian official since the war
began in late February. Over
the past several months,
Pentagon officials have repeatedly said that Russian leaders
declined to take calls from
Austin and Army Gen.
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anil Wickremesinghe
R
inducted four ministers
into his Cabinet on Saturday,
including G L Peiris as the
Foreign Minister, as the country's new Prime Minister
sought to complete the government formation to focus on
efforts to rebuild the
economy.
Dinesh Gunawardena has
been sworn in as the Minister
of Public administration, Peiris
as the Foreign Minister,
Prasanna Ranatunga as the
Minister
of
Urban
Development and housing and
Kanchana Wijesekara as the
Minister of Power and Energy,
the Daily Mirror, an online
news portal reported.
Peiris was also the Foreign
Minister in the former
Mahinda Rajapaksa-led
Cabinet.
The government sources
said Wickremesinghe's Cabinet
is expected to be limited to
under 20, the report said.
Sri Lanka's ruling Sri Lanka
Podujana Peramuna (SLPP)
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party has decided to offer crucial
support
to
Wickremesinghe, who has just
one seat in Parliament, to help
him prove a majority in the
House.
Most of the opposition
parties in Sri Lanka announced
that they would not be joining
the
interim
Government
led
by
Wickremesinghe.
The 73-year-old United
National Party (UNP) leader
was appointed as Sri Lanka's
26th prime minister on
Thursday as the country was
without a government since
Monday when President
Gotabaya Rajapaksa's elder
brother and prime minister
Mahinda Rajapaksa resigned
after violence erupted following an attack on the anti-government protesters by his supporters.

ri Lanka's new Prime Minister
Surged
Ranil Wickremesinghe has
the main Opposition
Samagi Jana Balawegaya (SJB)
leader to leave aside party politics and join hands with him to
form a non-partisan government to resolve the burning
issues and stabilise the country's
economy, according to media
reports on Saturday.
73-year-old United National
Party (UNP) leader, who was
appointed as Sri Lanka's 26th
prime minister on Thursday,
wrote a letter to SJB leader Sajith
Premadasa, the Daily Mirror, an
online news portal reported. In
the letter, Wickremesinghe invited the SJB to support the joint
effort made by them to immediately resolve the burning issues
faced by the people and also to
stabilise the country economically, politically and socially by
obtaining foreign assistance.
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21-year-old Palestinian
man died on Saturday
from a head wound sustained
last month after Israeli police
fired rubber bullets at stonethrowing Palestinian demonstrators during violence at
Jerusalem's most sensitive holy
site. Israel's Hadassah hospital
announced the death early
Saturday, saying only that
Waleed Shareef had died weeks
after being hospitalised with
severe head injuries. His family confirmed the death.
Shareef was injured on
April 22 in the Al Aqsa Mosque
compound — the site of repeated confrontations between
Israeli forces and Palestinian
demonstrators in recent weeks.
Amateur video from the
time shows a large group of
Palestinians running away
from the direction of heavy
Israeli fire. Immediately after
one shot, Shareef is seen falling

he mastermind of the
Peshawar blast along with
one of his companions was on
Saturday killed in a targeted
operation in the suburb of the
district, which lies at the heart
of Pakistan's restive Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province, police
said.
According to the police, the
terrorist named Hassan Shah,
a resident of district Khyber,
was killed in Pishtakharra of
Peshawar in a joint counterinsurgency operation conducted by Peshawar police and
the
Counter-Terrorism
Department of Pakistan.
The slain terrorist was
gunned down along with his
companion, the police confirmed.
According to the police,
both the terrorists belonged to
a banned outfit of the Tehreeke-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), a
militant organisation fighting
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on his face and lying motionless on the ground. Israeli
police quickly evacuated him.
At the time, police fired
sponge-tipped bullets to disperse a crowd of masked
Palestinians that it said was
throwing stones and fireworks
toward police and near the
Western Wall — Judaism's
most holy prayer site.
Palestinian witnesses and
Shareef's family say he was shot
in the head with a rubber bullet, while Israeli authorities
have suggested he died from

injuries sustained when he fell
on the ground. Hadassah officials on Saturday declined to
give a precise cause of the
head injury.
The family's lawyer, Firas
Jebreeni, said the family has
rejected an Israeli request for an
autopsy, but that police refused
to let them see the body and
removed it without permission
to Israel's main forensics institute. He said he has appealed
to an Israeli court to prevent
the autopsy and return the
body to the family.

he stakes are high, the fight
nasty and the party of cenT
trist President Emmanuel

the government of Pakistan to
enforce the law of Sharia across
the South Asian nation.
The police said the security forces had geared up the
search operation in the area to
arrest the remaining culprits.
As many as 57 people were
killed and over 200 injured in
the suicide blast at the Ahle
Tashih mosque of Kucha
Risaldar in Peshawar city on
March 4 this year.
The militant group Islamic
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orth Korea on Saturday
reported 21 new deaths
N
and 174,440 more people with
fever symptoms as the country
scrambles to slow the spread of
COVID-19 across its unvaccinated population.
The new deaths and cases
since Friday increased total
numbers to 27 deaths and
524,440 illnesses amid a rapid
spread of fever since late
April.
North Korea said 243,630
people had recovered and
280,810 remained in quarantine. State media didn't specify how many of the fever cases
and deaths were confirmed as
COVID-19 infections.
The country imposed
what it described as maximum
preventive measures on
Thursday after confirming its
first COVID-19 cases since
the
start
of
the
pandemic.
It had previously held for

more than two years to a widely doubted claim of a perfect
record keeping out the virus
that has spread to nearly every
place in the world.
North Korean leader Kim
Jong Un during a ruling party
Politburo meeting on Saturday
described the outbreak as a historically “great upheaval” and
called for unity between the
government and people to stabilise the outbreak as quickly as
possible.
Officials during the meet-

ing mainly discussed ways to
swiftly distribute medical supplies the country has released
from its emergency reserves,
Pyongyang's official Korean
Central News Agency
said.
In a report presented to
the Politburo, the North's
emergency epidemic office
blamed most of the deaths on
“mistakes like overmuch taking
of drugs, bereft of scientific
medical treatment”.
Kim, who said he was

donating some of his private
medicine supplies to help the
anti-virus campaign, expressed
optimism that the country
could bring the outbreak under
control, saying most transmissions are occurring within
communities that are isolated
from one another and not
spreading from region to
region.
He called for officials to
take lessons from the successful pandemic responses of
other nations and picked an
example in China, the North's
major ally.
China, however, has been
facing pressure to change its socalled “zero-COVID” strategy
that has brought major cities to
a standstill as it struggles to
slow the fast-moving omicron
variant.
North Korea since
Thursday has imposed steps
aimed at restricting the movement of people and supplies
between cities and counties, but
state media's descriptions of the

measures indicate people aren't
being confined to their homes.
Experts say a failure to control the spread of COVID-19
could have devastating consequences in North Korea, considering the country's poor
health care system and that its
26 million people are largely
unvaccinated.
Tests of virus samples collected Sunday from an unspecified number of people with
fevers in the country's capital
Pyongyang confirmed they
were infected with the omicron
variant,
state
media
said.
The country has so far
officially confirmed one death
as linked to an omicron infection.
Lacking vaccines, antiviral
pills, intensive care units and
other major health tools to fight
the virus, North Korea's pandemic response will be mostly
about isolating people with
symptoms at designated shelters, experts say.
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he Jan 6 committee's
remarkable decision to subpoena House Minority Leader
Kevin McCarthy and other
congressional Republicans over
the deadly insurrection at the
Capitol has deepened acrimony and distrust among lawmakers and raises questions
about what comes next.
The outcome is certain to
reverberate beyond the immediate investigation of Donald
Trump's unfounded efforts to
overturn Joe Biden's presidential election victory. Fuming
Republicans vow to use the
same tools, weaponising congressional subpoena powers if
they wrest control of the House
in November's midterm elections to go after Democrats,
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man opened fire outside an
Arkansas convention cenA
tre after a high school gradua-

even at the highest levels in
Congress.
“It's setting a very jarring
and dangerous precedent,” said
Rep Peter Meijer of Michigan,
who was among the handful of
Republicans who voted to
impeach Trump over the insurrection. On Friday, the subpoenas for McCarthy and the

five Republican lawmakers
were served as the committee
investigating the Jan 6, 2021,
attack on the Capitol is wrapping up its initial phase. Public
hearings are expected to begin
in June, and the panel is still
determining whether to call
Republican senators to
testify.

tion ceremony, killing one person and wounding three others and exchanging gunfire
with police, authorities said
Friday.
The shooting happened
Thursday night outside the
Hot Springs Convention
Center, which had hosted a
graduation ceremony for Hot
Springs World Class High
School, said Officer Omar
Cervantes. Hot Springs officers
then wounded the suspect,
Charles Johnson, 25, who fled

and was later arrested at a hospital on a murder warrant.
Authorities have not said
what led to the fight, but Hot
Springs School District
Superintendent Stephanie
Nehus said in a statement that
no current students or graduates were involved.
Cervantes said in a statement that Hot Springs police
officers and Garland County
deputies were trying to defuse
the situation when a single
gunman began shooting into
the crowd. He identified the
man who died as Michael
Jordan, 39. Others had non-life
threatening wounds, he
said.

State, claiming the responsibility for the attack, had added that
the lone suicide bomber was
from neighbouring Afghanistan.
The attack in Peshawar's congested old city was the worst in
years in Pakistan as the country
faces renewed militant attacks
mostly carried out by the
Pakistani Taliban since last
August when the Afghan
Taliban swept into power and
America ended its 20-year
involvement in Afghanistan.

Macron is the one to beat. But
to a visitor from outer space,
June's parliamentary election in
France could look like a contest
between the far right and the
hard-left. A month before the
first round of voting, the campaign for the 577 seats in
France's lower house of parliament has been brutal. Pressure
has been mounting since the
April presidential election when

Macron won a second mandate,
beating far-right leader Marine
Le Pen in the run-off to quash
her third bid for the job.
The pot bubbled over
when Le Pen's political nemesis, hard-left leader Jean-Luc
Melenchon, clinched alliances
with a swath of leftist parties,
positioning himself to outdo
both her and, he hopes,
Macron, in June. So for now, Le
Pen sees Melenchon as her
main opponent, as she seeks to
keep her National Rally party
politically relevant with a good
showing in parliament.
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New Delhi: Asserting that
there is no wheat supply crisis
in the country, Commerce
Secretary BVR Subrahmanyam
on Saturday said the government's decision to ban wheat
exports will help in controlling
rising domestic prices and
meeting the food requirement
of India's neighbours and vulnerable countries.
The government has
banned wheat exports with
immediate effect. However, the
export shipments for which
irrevocable letters of credit
(LoC) have been issued on or
before the date of this notification will be allowed.
Subrahmanyam said that
the decision was taken at the
right time. "There is no dramatic fall in production. I do
not think there is a crisis which
needs to be imagined. There is
adequate food available in gov-

ernment stocks and private
stocks," he said while addressing a joint press briefing along
with counterparts in the
departments of food and agriculture.Explaining the rationale
behind the decision, the commerce secretary said the primary goal was to put a "check
on inflation".
"So, what is the purpose of
this order. What it is doing is
in the name of prohibition - we
are directing the wheat trade in
a certain direction. We do not
want the wheat to go in an

irregulated manner to places
where it might get just hoarded or where it may not be used
to the purpose which we are
hoping it would be used for,"
Subrahmanyam said.
The focus has also been
given to ensuring adequate
food stock availability within
the country.
"At the end of the day, food
is a very sensitive item for every
country because it affects
everybody - poor, the middle
and the rich," he said, adding
the wheat flour prices have

gone up in some parts of the
country by about 40 per cent.
The government is also
committed to ensuring the
food security of neighbours
and vulnerable countries.
"So, we have kept the window open for (our) neighbours. We have also kept the
window open for a large number of vulnerable countries if
their governments do make
such requests," he added.
The secretary highlighted
that the country has exported
7 million tonnes of wheat during the last fiscal, out of which
about 50 per cent were shipped
to Bangladesh.
Talking about the current
fiscal 2022-23, he said as per
estimates, 4.3 million tonnes of
wheat have been contracted for
exports so far.
Out of this, 1.2 million
tonnes have already been
exported in April and May, and
another 1.1 million tonnes are
expected to be shipped, he
said, adding "if you have a valid
order - irrevocable letters of
credit - that contract will be
honoured. So, India's credibility as a reliable supplier is
maintained".
PTI
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nion Minister Sarbananda
Sonowal on Saturday said
U
the government has set up a
high-level committee to create
an enabling eco-system for the
development of cruise tourism
in the country.
The committee comprises
government officials and cruise
industry players.
Sonowal on Saturday inaugurated the first two-day
International
Cruise
Conference being held here.
Speaking to the media on
the sidelines of the event, the
minister said the government
aims to make India the most
attractive cruise tourism destination and the industry the
world's largest one in the world.
The Minister for Ports,
Shipping and Waterways also
informed that the government
has set up a Task Force under
the Secretary in the Ministry of
Tourism and the Shipping secretary as its vice-chairman.
The high-level committee
will assist the Task Force with
its ideas and suggestions to the
committee, he said.
"I declare the constitution
of a High-level committee

comprising both government
officials and national and international industry players. It will
assist the Taskforce and give it
ideas and suggestions,"
Sonowal told reporters.
Emphasising that the purpose of the international conference is to make India a
cruise tourism hub, the minister said the government will
provide whatever modern
infrastructure is required to
attain the objective.
He also expressed hope
that the state governments will
also play their role in the promotion of the industry, which
is seeing demand coming back
after being hit during the pandemic.
"India is going to be the
most attractive destination of
cruise tourism, and there is no
doubt about it because whatever potential we have in the
coastal areas and inland waterways are now set to be
explored. It is still untapped. So,
we will explore it with our most
modern infrastructure,"
Sonowal said.
India aims to increase
cruise passenger traffic from
0.4 million at present to 4 million. The economic potential of

cruise tourism is expected to go
up from USD 110 million to
USD 5.5 billion in the years to
come, according to an official
release.
To boost the cruise tourism
industry in the country, the
government has taken several
initiatives, including infrastructure up-gradation, rationalisation of port fees, removing ousting charges, granting
priority berthing to cruise
ships, and providing e-visa
facilities, among others, the
release added.
Upgradation and modernisation are being carried out
at seven major ports in the
country, including the flagship New International Cruise
terminal coming up in Mumbai
with a total cost of about Rs 495
crore.
Sonowal asserted that the
Indian cruise market has the
potential to grow 10 folds over
the next decade, driven by rising demand and disposable
incomes. "The government
realises this potential and is
determined to position India as
a global cruise hub with stateof-art infrastructure for both
ocean and river cruises," he
said.
PTI
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London: Rules banning multibuy deals on foods and drinks
high in fat, salt, or sugar
(HFSS), including buy-oneget-one free (BOGOF), three
for two and free refills for sugary soft drinks, will be delayed
for a year, the UK government
said on Saturday.
The plan had been
unveiled in December 2020 to
be enforced by April this year
as part of a wider anti-obesity
health drive.
The Department of Health
and Social Care (DHSC) said
the delay to restrictions on
multibuy deals will allow the
government to review and
monitor the impact of the
restrictions on the cost of living in light of an unprecedented global economic situation.
"Pausing restrictions on
deals like buy one get one free
will allow us to understand its
impact on consumers in light
of an unprecedented global
economic situation," said UK
Public Health Minister Maggie
Throup."We're committed to
doing everything we can to
help people live healthier lives,"
she said.
The restrictions banning
HFSS adverts on TV before 9
pm.
PTI
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Colombo: India has assured
Sri Lanka to immediately supply 65,000 metric tonnes of
urea to avoid any disruption in
paddy cultivation in this country, as it faces the worst economic crisis in its post-independence history.
High Commissioner of Sri
Lanka in New Delhi Milinda
Moragoda met with the
Secretary of the Department of
Fertilisers Rajesh Kumar
Chaturvedi in New Delhi on
Thursday to discuss the supply
of urea required for the current
Yala cultivation season in Sri
Lanka, according to media
reports here on Saturday.
Moragoda
thanked
Chaturvedi for India's decision
to supply 65,000 MT of urea
required for the current Yala
cultivation season in Sri Lanka,
the High Commission of Sri
Lanka in New Delhi said in a
message.
The Government of India
has decided to supply this
quantity of urea immediately to
Sri Lanka at the request of the
Government of Sri Lanka,
despite a ban on export of urea
from India, the Sri Lankan
High Commission said in a
statement.
High Commissioner
Moragoda thanked Secretary
Chaturvedi for his personal
involvement in arranging necessary approvals and logistics to
supply 65,000 metric tonnes of
urea to Sri Lanka in consultation with the High
Commissioner of India in
Colombo Gopal Baglay.
In response, Chaturvedi
said that his Department is
always ready to support Sri

New Delhi: Campbell Wilson
has termed his appointment as
Air India CEO and MD as a
fantastic opportunity to lead a
historic airline and mentioned
that there are "mountains to
climb" in his new stint.
Wilson is currently the
Chief Executive Officer of the
Singapore Airlines' whollyowned subsidiary Scoot Air.
Singapore Airlines (SIA) is
a joint venture partner of Tata
Group in full service carrier
Vistara.
On Thursday, Tata Sons
had announced the appointment of Wilson as the
Managing Director and Chief
Executive Officer of Air India.
In a communique sent to
Scoot employees on Friday, he
said, "This afternoon I
informed the executive team
and your union leaders of my
resignation from Scoot and
the SIA Group."
He said it was by no means
an easy decision to leave and
SIA was his first professional
job and has been his home for
the last 26 years.
Wilson noted that across
three continents, six countries
and more than 12 roles, SIA has
accorded him many more
opportunities and experiences
than he could ever have
dreamed of.
PTI

New Delhi: Flour millers' association RFMFI on Saturday
welcomed the government's
decision to ban wheat exports,
saying this will prevent "unnecessary panic" in the market
regarding domestic supply and
also help in controlling any
price rise.
Roller Flour Millers
Federation of India (RFMFI)
President Anjani Aggarwal said
the association had written to
the government to regulate
exports. "It is a very good decision by the Government at this
stage, as this will prevent
unnecessary panic in the country about wheat supply and
prices."
He said the wheat production in the 2021-22 crop year,
ending June, is likely to decline
at 95-98 million tonnes.
"The country would have
to import wheat after a few
months if exports were not
banned," Aggarwal said.
He said the prices of wheat
and wheat flour will be stable
now.
Atta (loose) prices are ruling at Rs 26-28 per kg, while
packaged Atta prices stood at
Rs 28-30 per kg.
"The prices of atta could
have risen to Rs 40 per kg or
even more. Prices will stabilise
now," he said, while justifying

Lanka in keeping with India's
'neighbourhood first' policy,
and that the Department is
making arrangements to ship
the required quantity of urea
from the nearest port to Sri
Lanka through a State
Company coming under his
purview.
The High Commissioner
and the Secretary also discussed ways and means to
ensure the continuous supply of
chemical fertiliser from India to
Sri Lanka under the existing
credit line and beyond.
India has committed more
than USD 3 billion to debt-ridden Sri Lanka in loans, credit
lines and credit swaps since
January this year.
Yala is the season of paddy
cultivation in Sri Lanka that
lasts between May and August.
Sri Lanka is aiming to
boost its agriculture sector to
avoid any disruption in the
agriculture market following

the drop in the paddy cultivation in the Maha session.
The Sri Lankan government banned chemical fertilisers last year as part of a
phased transition towards
organic agriculture. The dearth
of adequate supplies of organic fertilisers affected agricultural output, especially rice
and tea, and the government
recently ended the ban on several key crops.
Sri Lanka's annual fertiliser imports cost USD 400 million. Farmers across Sri Lanka
have intensified their protests
due to the lack of fertiliser and
being compelled to abandon
their farmlands.
The chemical fertiliser ban,
combined with bad weather, led
to falling crop yields and contributed to inflation hitting a 47month high of 8.3 per cent in
October with food inflation at
11.7 per cent, Daily Mirror, an
online news portal said. PTI

the government's decision.
India has banned wheat
exports with immediate effect,
as part of measures to control
rising domestic prices, according to an official notification.
However, the export shipments for which irrevocable letters of credit (LoC) have been
issued on or before the date of
this notification will be allowed,
the Directorate General of
Foreign Trade (DGFT) said in
a notification dated May 13.
"The export policy of
wheat is prohibited with immediate effect," the DGFT said.
The government has
revised downwards the estimate for wheat production by
5.7 per cent to 105 million
tonnes in the 2021-22 crop year
ending June, from the earlier
projection of 111.32 million
tonnes, as the crop productivity has been affected due to the
early onset of summer
India's wheat production
stood at 109.59 million tonnes
in the 2020-21 crop year (JulyJune).
The country exported 7
million tonnes of wheat during
the last fiscal. India was looking to export 10 million tonnes
of wheat this fiscal year on rising global demand amid war
between
Russia
and
Ukraine.
PTI
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New Delhi: Farmers' body
Bharat Krishak Samaj (BKS) on
Saturday said that restrictions
on exports of agricultural produce are an "indirect tax" on
farmers as they are unable to
benefit from rising global commodity prices.
Reacting to the government's decision to ban wheat
exports, Bharat Krishak Samaj
Chairman Ajay Vir Jakhar
tweeted "Restriction on agricultural exports are an indirect
tax on farmers in countries
where imposed."
Farmgate prices get subdued by policy and farmers are
unable to benefit from rising
commodity prices while having
to pay higher input costs, he
observed.
"This is a #HumanRights
issue," Jakhar tweeted.
India has banned wheat
exports with immediate effect
as part of measures to control
rising domestic prices, according to an official notification.
However, the export shipments for which irrevocable let-

ters of credit (LoC) have been
issued on or before the date of
this notification will be allowed.
The government has
revised downwards the estimate for wheat production by
5.7 per cent to 105 million
tonnes in the 2021-22 crop year
ending June, from the earlier
projection of 111.32 million
tonnes, as the crop productivity has been affected due to the
early onset of summer.
India's wheat production
stood at 109.59 million tonnes
in the 2020-21 crop year (JulyJune).
The country exported 7
million tonnes of wheat during
the last fiscal. India was looking to export 10 million tonnes
this fiscal.
Bharat Krishak Samaj
(BKS) is one of India's leading
non-partisan farmers' organisations that is an advocate for
farmer prosperity along with
healthy, sustainable, inclusive
and equitable food systems
that benefit farmers and consumers.
PTI
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New Delhi: Telecom Minister
Ashwini Vaishnaw on Saturday
launched GatiShakti Sanchar
portal that will centralise and
speed up approvals for laying of
fibre and tower installations,
boosting upcoming 5G roll
out, and said a legal backing for
the Right of Way (RoW) will be
in place by December.
The GatiShakti Sanchar
portal will facilitate centralised
Right of Way (RoW) approvals.
An online platform for the
industry to apply for RoW
approvals as they build telecom
infrastructure, including for
5G services, the GatiShakti
Sanchar portal offers a unified,
integrated,
centralised
approach covering all states and
UTs, and central government
ministries.
For players, it promises to
reduce the days involved in get-

ting stipulated permissions,
lower costs, and facilitate ease
of doing business.
Launching the portal,
Vaishnaw asserted the need
for legal provisions for Right of
Way, and promised that a
strong legal backing will be put
in place by December this year.
Put simply, the RoW rules on
setting up of telecom towers
and cable laying, offer a frame-
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New Delhi: State-owned
power giant NTPC on Saturday
announced the beginning of
commercial operation of the
first part capacity of 20 MW
out of 56 MW Kawas Solar PV
Project in Gujarat.
"Consequent upon successful commissioning, the first
part capacity of 20 MW out of
56 MW Kawas Solar PV
Project at Kawas, Gujarat, is

declared on Commercial
Operation from 00:00 Hrs of
May 14, 2022," a BSE filing said.
With this, the standalone
installed and commercial
capacity of NTPC has reached
54,616.68 MW.
Further, the NTPC group
installed and commercial
capacity has touched 68,981.68
and 68,321.68 MW, respectively.
PTI

work for giving approvals, settling of disputes, and facilitates
coordination between industry
and various agencies.
At present, the RoW rules
are based on administrative
process, and a strong legal backing is required to empower
local officials, bring clarity on the
fee structure, and fix accountability, Vaishnaw explained.
"That will be our next step.
Moreover, all the portals that
are there, especially Gati Shakti
portal, railway portal, highway
portal, and others...Integration
of those...We will be working
on these two technological and
legal aspects," Vaishnaw said.
Work has started on these
two fronts already, and the integration of portals is expected in
the next 3-4 months while the
timelines for providing legal
backing is December-end. PTI
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New Delhi: Debt-ridden
Future Retail's Chief Financial
Officer C P Toshniwal has
resigned from the company,
effective May 12.
Toshniwal's resignation is
the recent addition to the string
of resignations that started
after the Rs 24,713-crore deal
was called off last month by the
billionaire Mukesh Ambani-led
Reliance Industries after creditors voted against it.
Last week, Future Retail's
Managing Director Rakesh
Biyani stepped down, while
officials including the company secretary of the debt-ridden
firm tendered resignation.
"C P Toshniwal - Chief
Financial Officer of the
Company has resigned with
effect from the closure of busi-

ness hours of May 12, 2022.
Consequent to the same, he
shall also cease to be a 'Key
Managerial Personnel' (KMP)
of the Company," FRL said in
a regulatory filing.
FRL, a flagship firm of the
Kishore Biyani-led Future
Group, now faces an insolvency petition filed by its lenders
before the National Company
Law Tribunal as it has committed defaults.
FRL was part of the 19
companies which were supposed to be transferred to
Reliance Retail as part of a Rs
24,713-crore deal announced in
August 2020.
The deal was called off by
the billionaire Mukesh
Ambani-led
Reliance
Industries last month.
PTI
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New Delhi: Shipping
Corporation of India (SCI) on
Saturday reported a 77.42 per
cent jump in its consolidated
net profit to Rs 152.16 crore for
the fourth quarter ended
March 2022.
The state-owned company
had clocked a consolidated
profit of Rs 85.76 crore in the
same quarter of 2020-21, it said
in a regulatory filing.
Its total consolidated
income rose to Rs 1,364.62

crore during the quarter under
review against Rs 900.73 crore

in the year-ago period.
Total expenses also
increased to Rs 1,223.76 crore
during the quarter compared to
Rs 838.57 crore a year ago.
For FY22, the company
reported a consolidated profit
of Rs 865.22 crore. It had
recorded a profit of Rs 696.9
crore in 2020-21. In March last
year, the government received
multiple bids for the privatisation of the Shipping
Corporation of India.
PTI
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QYou have three releases back to back. How excited
are you?
Three releases back to back is a lot of pressure and lot of
excitement. Buhe Bariyan is a folk song but it's been rendered and recreated beautifully along with Shruti Rane, who
co-composed with me. It is written by Kunwar Juneja.
Song Dynamite is very close to my heart for a long time
now, it was supposed to go for a film but I just felt
that this song needs to be out in a big way because
it's the biggest club track that I have ever made.
I couldnt be more grateful to Vinod
Bhanushali and Hitz music for putting the song
out with Dhvani Bhanushali and giving me a
chance. They shot an amazing video for it. I am
super excited for this one. Another song Tutt
Gaya, is also very close to me is a ballet which
is my personal favourite.
It’s beautifully written by Kunwar Juneja
and is sung by Stebin Ben. This was also supposed to go for a film, but am glad that it is
coming out as a single.
I am very excited to showcase different
sides of me. As a composer, it’s a huge opportunity to show my versitality.

talktime
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‘I AM SUPER
EXCITED FOR MY
NEW RELEASES’
Plan Your Day
B?>:4=F>A3B1>D;4E0A3

QTell us something about Dynamite and Tutt Gaya.
Dynamite is definitely a bomb of a song. I am more
of a ballet person and I don't really make too many club
songs. Howbeit, this is one of my special songs, which I
knew would change a lot of things around when it
comes out. This is a song which has been close to me for
many years now. When I played it for Vinod Bhanushali
for the first time, he fell in love with it and promised me
that he will do something massive with it. I just had that
faith in him, and voila!
It's an amazing video and I am super excited it's
coming out on Hitz music. Probably my biggest club track
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ever and one of the biggest chartbuster this year.
Tutt Gaya is kind of a similar story. I held on to this
song for long time, lot of people wanted the song,
this was also supposed to be a part of the film, but
again something told me to hold on and give it to
the right people and iIam glad Saregama is putting it
out. They are the best label to work with. Sung by
Stebin Ben, written by Kunwar Juneja and beautifully shot by Aditya Dutt, it is very close to my heart
and it's a lovely ballet.
QHow was it working with Dhvani
Bhanushali and Kanika Kapoor?
Dhavani is very hard working and talented. She
has done an amazing job in Dynamite, It looked like
the universe is waiting for her to sing it and it just
came in together. I am very proud of her. Kanika, is of
course, a veteran. We have worked closely before and
she is no less. She has done a magic in Buhe Bariyan.
QWhat genre of music do you enjoy composing?
Personally, I am more of a ballet kind of a guy. I
love making love songs, ballets and I think I am
pretty good at it. My last year releases like tere do
naina, sayonee and even film stuff like anjugam, Ishq
namaza, humdum are my comfort zone. Once in a
while like throwing a bomb like
QWhat are your upcoming projects?
I am working on new songs.The idea is to work
on new, interesting sound and have a couple of amazing writers working with me. I have an amazing
team of musicians who support what I do and that's
the reason why I am blessed and the whole idea is to
change thesound skill. There are a few uming projects but I can't talk about it right now. Most of them
are releasing in the end of the year and next year.
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ried grass and flowers
have been professionally resurrected and are
making a fashion comeback. Fresh flower bouquets have been efficiently traded for
dried grasses and flowers by innovators. Despite the fact that dried
flowers and grass are technically
dead, they are still gorgeous and may
lend a lovely and vintage touch to a
little space in your home.
Repurposing, recycling, and doit-yourself are at their apex with dried
flowers. They're ideal for repurposing old items. On the other hand,
even the most gorgeous bouquets
fade with time. So, even if your
favourite floral arrangements have
started to droop, how can you keep
enjoying them?
One of the most therapeutic
activities is redecorating homes. It
necessitates not just thorough planning, but also creative thinking and
inventive concepts. Flowers are the
first option that comes to mind for
individuals looking to enhance their
living spaces and create a lively
mood. Fresh flowers offer color and
aroma to a room, but they have a
short shelf life. Dried flowers, on the
other hand, are a fantastic option.
They guarantee that your property
will have a very trendy appearance!
You can choose between a handful or
a whole bouquet of dried flowers that
have been elegantly packed. They are
the finest alternative for redesigning
the inside of your home because of
their variety of hues and reasonable
price range.One of the most therapeutic activities is redecorating
homes. It necessitates not just thorough planning, but also creative
thinking and inventive concepts.
Flowers are the first option that
comes to mind for individuals looking to enhance their living spaces and
create a lively mood. Fresh flowers
offer color and aroma to a room, but
they have a short shelf life. Dried
flowers, on the other hand, are a fan-
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Masterstroke

tastic option. They guarantee that
your property will have a very trendy
appearance! You can choose between
a handful or a whole bouquet of dried
flowers that have been elegantly
packed. They are the finest alternative for redesigning the inside of your
home because of their variety of hues
and reasonable price range.
Dried grass could surely add a
lovely touch to the decor of your
warm living area. It comes in a wide
range of sizes and colors, including

B

prices and elegant appearance.
The popularity of dried flowers
and grasses has increased dramatically in recent years. They've gained
demand among flower lovers as well
as interior design enthusiasts. One
reason is that they are durable and
have a long lifespan. If properly
cared for, dried flowers can survive
for years, making them an excellent
choice for individuals who prefer a
low-maintenance solution. To care
for them, keep them dry, away from
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neutrals, nudes, and browns, as well
as vibrant hues like ruby pink,
pineapple yellow, and blue. It gives
your home a natural, earthy appeal.
Following a theme and blending
colorful dried flowers with delicate
pampas grass tones, or vice versa will
substantially enhance the look and
feel of your living spaces. These products can be regarded as go-to alternatives when it comes to refurbishing the interiors of your home and
enhancing its décor, due to their low

direct sunshine, and free of dust.
Plants such as pampas have also
become particularly popular on
social media platforms especially
on Instagram, as dried grass and
flowers look aesthetic and have decorative appeal.
Dried grass and flowers can
bring nature to your living space.
With a'more-is-more' attitude toward
indoor flowers and plants in our
houses, Lockdown spawned a craze
for trying to bring the outside in. But
indoor plants require high maintenance and special attention which is
not possible every time. While artificial flowers no longer conjure
visions of plastic, cheap-looking
stems resting on your grandmother's
bathroom windowsill. Now the only
option left is dried grass and flowers.
They are appealing and lovely, can be
maintained easily and also have a
longer shelf life. Dried bouquets are
more cost-effective (since they last a
year or longer), eco-friendly, and add
a natural atmosphere to the home
when nature feels out of reach.
A bouquet of flowers has the ability to quickly brighten up a space.
However, having bunches of blossoms has one unavoidable consequence: they will eventually wilt.
While this may make you think twice
about keeping flowers in your house,
there is another way to appreciate
their beauty. Dried flowers and grass
are a great way to bring nature into
your house and to give a fresh look.
As the seasons change, a bouquet
of dried flowers adds motion and
depth to a room while also inviting
nature in.
It's critical to distinguish dried
flowers from pressed flowers, which
are manufactured by pressing fresh
blossoms that haven't yet wilted
(under a stack of books, for instance).
Flowers that have faded but are still
in their recognized forms are referred
to as dried flowers.
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mran Malik was back in his
groove after a few forgettable outings as he ran
through Kolkata Knight Riders
top-order before Andre Russell's
counter-attacking unbeaten 49
took his side to a fighting 177 for
6 against Sunrisers Hyderabad in
a must-win IPL game on Saturday.
It was Russell (49 not out off 28
balls) along with Sam Billings (34
off 29 balls), who added 63 runs for
the sixth wicket to give the total a
semblance of respectability after
KKR were in trouble at 94 for 5.
KKR added 58 runs in the last
five overs, mainly due to Russell as
he hit three sixes off three full-tosses bowled by off-break bowler
Washington Sundar (0/40 in 4
overs). Malik (3/33 in 4 overs),
who had gone for 120-odd runs in
his last 10 overs (across 3 games)
and that too wicketless, was back
in his element as he bowled fast
and straight to get rid of Nitish
Rana (26 off 16 balls), Ajinkya
Rahane (28 off 23 balls) and skipper Shreyas Iyer (15 off 9 balls) in
his first two overs to peg back
KKR.
He did get good support from
T Natarajan (1/43), who nailed the
block-hole deliveries with perfection, getting rid of Rinku Singh (5),
who missed out on taking review
although it would have counted for
little.
Venkatesh Iyer's "second season blues" continued as he chopped
one from Marco Jansen (1/30 in 4
overs) onto the stumps.
As
far as Rahane is concerned, he has
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heir play-offs berth already
secured, high-flying Gujarat
Titans would look for nothing less than a win to ensure a top2 finish when they take on out-ofreckoning Chennai Super Kings in
an Indian Premier League match
here on Sunday.
Under the brilliant leadership of Hardik Pandya, GT rose
above expectations to book their
play-offs berth with two matches
in hand.
GT are currently at the top of
the table with 18 points from 12
games and a win on Sunday will
more or less secure them a top-2
finish, which means they will get
an extra chance of making it to the
final.
Lying at the second-last spot,
defending champions CSK are
out of the competition and will
play for pride in their remaining
two games.
While GT ensured their playoffs berth after a comprehensive
62-run win over Lucknow Super
Giants, CSK slumped to a fivewicket loss against Mumbai
Indians.
Young opener Shubman Gill,
skipper Hardik, David Miller,
Wriddhiman Saha and Rahul
Tewatia have been GT's batting
mainstay throughout the season
and they would be hoping to carry
on in the same vein.
The credit for GT's phenomenal run in their opening season

T

well past his IPL sell-by date and
even three sixes couldn't hide the
fact that he played a lot of dot balls
and once he started cramping, it
became even more difficult to
rotate the strike.
Finally he was out when he
slashed hard at a wide rising delivery and Shashank Singh at sweep-

er cover fence maintained perfect
body balance in a side on position
to latch on to the catch.
The KKR batting finally looked
good when Russell and Billings
took the attack back to the
opposition camp with some big
blows after initial period of
struggle.

While the Jamaican had three
fours and four sixes to his name,
Billings, on his part, hit three
fours and one maximum.
Towards the end of the innings,
wily Bhuvneshwar bowled his
change-ups to lessen Russell's scoring areas as he had an impressive
13 dot balls in his entire spell.

largely goes to their ability to fight
back from adverse situations.
But of late, GT's batting unit
has misfired and Hardik would be
looking for some consistent performances from his batters.
In their last match, only Gill
(63 not out) made a substantial
score and batted through the
innings to take GT to a modest
144 for 4, which they defended
with ease.The GT team management would also be hoping for
Hardik, Miller and Tewatia to
return among runs.
But GT's main strength is
their potent bowling attack, comprising world-class bowlers like
Mohammed Shami, Lockie
Ferguson and Rashid Khan.
Shami, the team's highest
taker with 16 scalps, has been
lethal upfront, while Ferguson's
ability to generate pace is a cause
of concern for any batting line-up.
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any seniors including captain
Rohit Sharma and KL Rahul
M
are all set to be rested for the
upcoming five-match T20 series
against South Africa, with an eye
on the marquee tour of England in
July.
Besides, the national selection
committee is also set to excuse
Jasprit Bumrah and Rishabh Pant
from the engagements against the
Proteas.
It is understood that veteran
opener Shikhar Dhawan and allrounder Hardik Pandya, who has
impressed one and all with his captaincy for Gujarat Titans in IPL15, are in reckoning for the leadership role for both South Africa
and the short two-match T20I
series against Ireland.

The T20 rubber against the
Proteas will start in the national
capital on June 9 with the remaining matches being held at Cuttack,
Visakhapatnam, Rajkot and
Bengaluru respectively.
The squad for the SA series is
likely to be selected on May 22 -the last day of the league phase of
this edition of IPL -- in Mumbai.
The PTI has already reported
that an out-of-form Virat Kohli
will also be given a much-needed
break but it is understood that for
the selectors as well as the BCCI,
the tour of England starting early
July is paramount.
"All the senior India players
will get at least three and half
weeks of complete rest. Rohit,
Virat, KL, Rishabh and Jasprit will
all directly go to England for the
'fifth Test' following the white-ball

series. We need all our key players to remain fresh for the England
series," a senior BCCI source privy
to the development told PTI on the

condition of anonymity.
As a part of workload management, all the senior all-format
players will not be part of the next

seven T20 Internationals.
Asked about captaincy, the
source said: "The selectors have a
couple of choices. Shikhar
Dhawan, as he has already captained India in absence of Virat,
Rohit and Rahul during last year's
Sri Lanka series.
But Hardik Pandya's impressive captaincy for Gujarat Titans
hasn't gone unnoticed. So it will be
a close call," he added.
While Umran Malik has generated considerable excitement
with his 150 kmph plus pace, there
is a feeling that he is too raw and
time with the India A team could
help him develop better.
While he remains in the mix
with death overs specialist
Arshdeep Singh, the man who is
emerging as a 'Dark Horse' is
Lucknow Super Giants' left-armer

Mohsin Khan. "Our pace bowling
department is set and selectors
might not experiment too much,"
he said."
But yes, Mohsin has impressed
almost everyone with his pace,
bounce and swing in this edition.
He does have a chance.
Having said that, not ruling
out Umran or Arshdeep either, but
Mohsin might just be slightly
ahead," he added.
It is understood that most of
the players who recently played in
the T20 series against Sri Lanka
and the West Indies are set to be
retained irrespective of their current IPL form. Obviously
Suryakumar Yadav or Ravindra
Jadeja's injury needs to be factored
in and Deepak Chahar will also
not be available.
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wenty people were injured in two shootings
in downtown Milwaukee near an entertainT
ment district where thousands of people had been
watching the Bucks play the Celtics in the NBA's
Eastern Conference semifinals, authorities said.
None of the injuries from either shooting
Friday night were believed to be life-threatening.
The first shooting, involving three victims,
occurred adjacent to the Deer District — an entertainment district with numerous bars and restaurants where large crowds often assemble for major
sporting events.
The Milwaukee Fire Department said authorities took two people to a hospital, a 30-year-old
man and a 16-year-old girl, and a third person
drove to a hospital.
Police said a 29-year-old man was in custody.
Seventeen more people were injured in a second shooting about two hours later, which happened a few blocks away.
Ten people were taken into custody and nine
guns were recovered, WTMJ-TV reported.

There was no immediate indication whether
the two shootings were related or involved fans
who were watching the game.
Witnesses told WTMJ-TV that they saw a
fight outside a bar following the basketball game.
Bill Reinemann, a parking attendant at lot
adjacent to Deer District, said he heard gunshots
but didn't see anyone get shot or see the shooter
during the earlier shooting.
“It sounded like six to eight gunshots,” he said
“It was close.”
After the shots were fired, scores of fans began
running toward the Deer District, he said.
Reinemann, who has worked the lot for 18
years, remained at his post even as fearful Bucks
fans ran past him.
“I sat in my chair here the whole while,” he
said.
“The incident took place outside of the Deer
District area. We direct all questions to the
Milwaukee Police Department,” Bucks spokesman
Barry Baum said.
Boston defeated Milwaukee in the game to
force a Game 7 in the series.(AP)

mandeep Drall held steady and
carded 1-under 71 to finish
A
inside Top-15 as she totalled 2-under

213 at the 2022 Flumserberg Ladies
Open here.
Fellow Indian Vani Kapoor
dropped a triple bogey late in the day
on the Par-5 16th. Despite that she
fought back for a birdie on 18th to
card 73 and finished tied 23rd.
Amandeep dropped a shot on
fifth, but picked birdies on Par-3s on
seventh and 11th.
Vani, playing with Amandeep in
the same group, birdied the opening hole and then parred the next 14.
She had a disastrous triple bogey on
16th which spoilt her run. She
birdied 18th for some consolation.
Dutch amateur Lauren Holmey
won the tournament after a final day
round of 2-under 70. The 19-yearold won by a single shot in just her
third LETAS event.
After 14 straight pars to begin

her round, Holmey hung in at the
top of the leader board, before
back-to-back birdies on the 15th and
16th saw her through at the GAMSWerdenberg Golf Club.
One shot behind the winner
Holmey was Germany's Patricia
Isabel Schmidt, who rattled in eight
birdies and an eagle on the way to
a score of 66 (-6) on the final day.
Sweden's Anna Magnusson fin-

ished third on -6 after a final day
score of 70 (-2), albeit having
reached -8 with a birdie on the 13th,
only for two bogeys on her last five
holes to see her drop back into the
pack.
The next LETAS event is the
PGA Championship Trelleborg
which takes place on May 19-21 at
Tegelberga Golf Club in Sweden.
PTI Cor
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ot since Serena
Williams seven years
ago has another woman
had such a hot streak.
Top-ranked Iga Swiatek
routed Aryna Sabalenka 62, 6-1 on Saturday to
extend her winning streak
to 27 matches and reach the
Italian Open final.
Williams won the same
number of consecutive
matches over 2014 and
2015.
Aiming to defend her
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Rome title and win her
fifth straight tournament,
Swiatek dominated the
eighth-ranked Sabalenka
with a mix of power, consistency and finesse.
While she struggled
with her serve at times,
Swiatek was able to consistently crush both forehand
and backhand winners on
the slow, red clay court at
the Foro Italico.
The 20-year-old Polish
player also hit a delicate
backhand half-volley winner in the final game of the

first set.
Swiatek had the same
number of winners and
unforced errors, 15, while
Sabalenka produced just
eight winners and had a
whopping 31 unforced
errors.
The
hard-hitting
Sabalenka took a medical
timeout late in the second
set and had her back treated.
Swiatek, who was a surprise champion at the
French Open in 2020 when
she was ranked No. 54,

will be the favorite to add
a second title at Roland
Garros when the year's second Grand Slam starts next
weekend.
First, though, Swiatek
will face either Ons Jabeur
— who is on a 10-match
winning streak — or Daria
Kasatkina of Russia in
Sunday's final.
The men's semifinals
later featured Novak
Djokovic against Casper
Ruud and Alexander
Zverev against Stefanos
Tsitsipas.

he Pakistan Cricket Board has assured
its Sri Lankan counterparts that it had
T
no hesitation touring the country for a

two-Test series in late July-August, despite
the ongoing unrest in the island nation.
"We are always ready to support Sri
Lanka Cricket even in difficult times and
we have no issues touring the country for
the test series," a PCB official said.
Sri Lanka Cricket (SLC) is facing problems due to the current uncertain political and economic situation prevailing in
the country with daily violent protests on
the streets against the government.
Cricket Australia which is to send its
team to Sri Lanka before Pakistan has said
it is monitoring the situation and will take
a final decision based on it.
But the PCB official said that it was the

call of the Sri Lankan cricket and Pakistan
would just follow their path.
Sri Lanka is facing its worst economic crisis with only 12 hours of electricity
being provided to the locals who are facing severe fuel shortage.
"We have a very strong relationship
with the Sri Lankan Board, the two countries have always supported each other in
difficult situations," the official said.
He added that Pakistan would not
refuse to play the series in July and
August.
"Whatever decision the SLC deems best
we will accept it playing in Sri Lanka or
even at a neutral venue," he said.
Pakistan was also due to play three
ODIs on the tour but the SLC requested the
PCB to drop the white ball matches as they
wanted to start their Lanka Premier League
earlier by a week.

Rashid too has got his mojo
back after a slow start, scalping
four wickets in the last match and
when on song, he can tear apart
any batting line-up.
Yash Dayal too has been
among wickets but his economy is
a cause of concern, while R Sai
Kishore has complemented
Rashid perfectly in his first game.
GT's main recipe for success
has been a considerably mellowed down Hardik, who seems to
be relishing the responsibility of
captaincy. CSK, meanwhile, have
endured a nightmarish season
with nothing working for them
from the start.
MS Dhoni's decision to hand
over captaincy to Ravindra Jadeja
backfired as the all-rounder never
looked in his comfort zone with
the responsibility, forcing him to
return the leadership mantle to
the talismanic stumper.
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wrapped up their shooting assignment at the 24th Deaflympics in Caxais
Idondia
Sul, Brazil, by finishing in second place
with three gold and two bronze medals.
Only Ukraine finished ahead of the 10strong Indian contingent, with six gold and
an overall tally of 12 medals. It was a commendable performance by the Indian
shooters in ensuring the country's best-ever
performance at Deaflympics.
India currently ranks eighth on the
medals table with seven gold, one silver and
four bronze medals.
This is the first time an Indian shooting team has participated at the
Deaflympics on the initiative of the National
Rifle Association of India (NRAI).
An elated NRAI secretary general K.
Sultan Singh said, "It makes me even
prouder to have such a dedicated and highquality team of professionals at NRAI.
Without their hard work and dedication
this phenomenal performance would not
have been possible in such a short time.
"Our coaches Anuja Jung and Priti
Sharma even went to the extent of learning sign language to better impart coaching.
"My President Mr. Raninder Singh, forever the shooting promotion man, also
made it very clear from day one that there
should be left no stone unturned in the
preparations of the squad."
He also thanked the Sports Authority
of India and the Sports Ministry for supporting the shooters.
"The Hon. Minister, Anurag Thakur,
MYAS, was himself at hand to flag-off the
team, inspiring confidence and providing
much deserving recognition to the deaf
shooters."
Dhanush Srikanth was the star of the
shooting squad, bagging two gold medals
in the men's 10m air rifle and 10m air rifle
mixed team competitions respectively.
Priyesha Deshmukh was his partner in the
mixed event.
Abhinav Deshwal won India's third
gold medal in the men's 10m air pistol event
while Shourya Saini in the men's air rifle
and Vedika Sharma in the women's air pistol won individual bronze medals.
A Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) was signed between the NRAI and
the All India Sports Council for the Deaf
(AISCD), just three months ahead of the
Games, whereby the national governing
body of the sport would be involved
actively from the trials to selection to coaching and training of the team for the
Deaflympics.
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HAS THE COUNTRY
FAILED THE IAS?

fficers
of
the
Indian
Administrative Service ( IAS) who
demonstrate the capability to make
money from the system ,and make
it fast , inevitably endear themselves to people in power. So , whatever the outcome of the ongoing investigation against
Jharkhand Mines and Industry secretary Pooja
Singhal, IAS , it will not interfere with the
chances of her appointment as Chief Secretary
of Jharkhand , when her time comes. In its brief
history of twenty years as a separate state,
Jharkhand has honoured three such IAS officers by appointing them as Chief Secretaries .
Among officers so appointed was a gentleman
who was facing trial in two cases related to
financial irregularities in purchase of fertilizer. Another one had spent many months
in jail on charges of forcing entrepreneurs to
donate money to his NGOs and finally won a
reprieve from the Supreme Court . A third officer who was convicted in an animal husbandry
case, and perhaps died in jail, had two stints
as chief secretary of Jharkhand. Jharkhand’s case
may be an exception, but in popular imagination IAS officers can make money not only
with impunity but with honour .
There are two standard explanations for
the steady diminution of the stature and prestige of the IAS . The first consists of playing
down the well-founded criticisms of servility
and capitulation, corruption and chicanery.
Even though sometimes the merit of the criticism is granted , its significant contribution
to the polity and society is dwelt upon at great
length; distortions and aberrations that may
have crept in are laid at the door of the many
extenuating circumstances.
If the IAS has failed it is because the country has failed ( or is failing at an accelerated rate)
. is only the extreme formulation of such an
approach. The other strategy is to deflect- and
devalue - the criticism by outwitting and
silencing the critic with a more vehement selfcritical diatribe, an anguished self-loathing of
their own, as if the act of advertising could, in
itself, absolve the service of all the sins that were
being advertised.
The IAS, according to one view, requires
a particular kind of society to function to its
full potential , something like the idylls of
Nehruvian era. The post-Independence leaders and influencers like Nehru, Patel, Rajendra
Prasad, Ambedkar, Madan Mohan Malviya, T
T Krishnamachari, Acharya Kriplani, Jyoti
Basu, Atal Behari Vajpayee, Jaiprakash Narayan
( to mention just a handful); industrialists like
JRD Tata, Jamnalal Bajaj, Dinshaw Petit and GD
Birla; editors like Desmond Doig, Arun Shourie,
Sunanda K Dattaray, Kushwant Singh, Frank
Moraes and Russi Karanjia have been mostly
replaced by pygmies and carpet baggers. These
people may win elections, make billion of dollars in one year or run up huge TRP ratings, but
they are incapable of promoting public values
or morals, or establishing ethical corporate standards, or writing an editorial ( let alone investigating a story).
But that is hardly the case .The IAS has not
only been quick to limber up to the changed
political realities, it has scripted an even more
indispensable role for itself in the era of “pygmies and carpetbaggers.”
Politics, to appropriate Balzac’s remark ,
has become like ,“Soldiering, … chiefly a finan-
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cial undertaking, you need gold in order to do
battle, and you need to do battle in order to get
gold.” Some governments are( were ) headed
by leaders from newly emergent political classes for whom English was not the language of
choice, who did not feel constrained by rules,
regulations etc and were quite upfront about
their intentions to abuse their office for personal gains.
The longevity of governments challenged the
myths that the IAS had forged out of isolated
life stories of a young collector telling off a CM,
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a chief secretary recording his dissent in days long
gone by, myths that made them intelligible to
themselves, provided them with their reassurance during times of self-doubt. Governments
were there to stay; they were here today, they were
going to be here tomorrow. How long could they
wait out in the cold?
Though supposed to be unaligned, personally free and subject to the executive authority only within a defined area, they choose to
be incorporated in the apparatus of political
power . Commitment to rule based governance , are pragmatically abandoned by such
officers . They are for the government , the government is for them.
An interesting example from marine biology will serve as an apt metaphor. In the Bay
of Naples, a common sea slug medusa , and a
snail, start off as independent organisms but on
close encounter become conjoined in such a
manner that both the jellyfish and the snail
shed off a lot of themselves. A small portion
of the snail gets permanently affixed to the ventral surface near the mouth of the jellyfish to
become one single organism. They get along
nicely in a symbiotic arrangement, exploiting
each other’s biological capabilities and yet
retain their specific otherness.
A clutch of trusted officers-the drastically edited version of service , the cadre may
have hundreds of officers , in an arrangement

reminiscent of the medusa and the snail, handle the core sectors of the governments as also
the entire range of political purpose. The others are kept in a state of idle splendour. But
like an Englishman the IAS is “never at a loss
for an effective moral attitude … you will never
find … them in the wrong.” It is responsible
for the marginalisation of its own service and
yet persists with the complaint of political
interference.
There is a wide recognition that the creation of the IAS was one of the cardinal follies
of the wise. It is irrelevant to the people at large
but it has made itself hugely useful to the
political class . In an unusual consensus, cutting across their ideological divide , they have
found them to be even more valuable after
retirement than they are in service. As heads
of all the accountability institutions , all those
roadblocks to arbitrary exercise of executive
power, they render them defunct . In many
states you can find officers recruited in the 60s
, 70s, 80s making themselves useful to their
political masters in a myriad ways. To stand
an old saying on its head , “the dead lion is
even more valuable than the living donkey .”
The alliance of these two major institutions
has significantly altered the balance of power
much to the detriment of democracy.
Manoje Nath is a retired
Government servant .
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hat started as a pastime activity in 2010—participatW
ing in the 5K category at the Airtel marathon-— has
now become a passionate hobby for this 48-year-old medico.
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n alarming one in four
Indian adults has high
blood pressure. Known
medically as hypertension,
many people don't even know they
have it, because high blood pressure
has no symptoms or warning signs.
“But only about 10 per cent of
them have their blood pressure
under control,” according to a
report by the India Hypertension
Control Initiative. Releasing the
report, Indian Council of Medical
Research Director-General, Dr
Balram Bhargava, emphasised on
making hypertension a national
priority.
Prashant Mathur, director of
ICMR’s Na Mathur, director of
ICMR’s National Centre for Disease
Informatics and Research,
Bengaluru, and corresponding
author of the study chips in that
“recognising the low awareness and
high rates of drop-outs between the
diagnosis of hypertension, its treatment and control calls for better
planning of providing continuum of
care for high blood pressure.”
For both women and men, the
prevalence increases sharply with
age. The increase is for all categories
of hypertension, including prehypertension, for both sexes. About
one-fourth of women and men
aged 40-49 have hypertension, says
the study.
The recent National Family
Health Survey 5 (NFHS-5) too presents an alarming picture of the
chronic disease. It shows that when
it comes to treatment, only 7 per
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cent women and 6 per cent men
who have been diagnosed with
high blood pressure are on medication.
The survey also found that 33
per cent of women and 46 per cent
men have never got their blood
pressures measured. Based on the
blood pressure measurement, the
NFHS-5 found 21 per cent of
women and 24 per cent of men are
having hypertension marked by
the blood pressure measurement of
140/90 or above.

When elevated blood pressure
is accompanied by abnormal cholesterol and blood sugar levels, the
damage to your arteries, kidneys,
and heart accelerates exponentially. According to a study presented
at the American Stroke Association’s
International Stroke Conference
recently, hypertensive young people
between the ages of 20 to 40 could
experience brain problems in their
midlife.
Last year, the World Health
Organisation modified its blood

pressure control guideline, suggesting that a systolic pressure of
130 should be the threshold to start
medication in people with a history of heart complications or other
risk factors whereas for others such
a threshold would be 140/90.
Fortunately, high blood pressure
is easy to detect and treat. Blood
Pressure can be kept under control
in a healthy range simply by making lifestyle changes, such as losing
weight, increasing activity, and eating more healthfully, say doctors.

H>60A4<43H
asanas that can help in beating high
blood pressure are: Tadasana without
heel raise/ Katicakrasana/
Us h t r a s a n a / G o m u k h a s a n a /
Uttanmandukasana/ Bhujangasana/
Ardha halasana/ Shavasana / Yoga
Nidra/Abdominal Breathing (30
times)/ Nadi shodhan pranayama/
Sitali pranayama/ Bhramari pranayama and Dhyana.

shwar V. Basavaraddi, Director of
Morarji Desai National Institute of
Yoga (MDNIY) tells you , “We
have a range of yoga asanas, pranayama and meditation that help to open
up the chest cavity, improves lung
capacity and increases cardiopulmonary function, which lead to
maintain physical activity for longer.”
According to him, some of the Yoga
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Dr. Hariprasad G, Additional Professor at Department
of Biophysics, AIIMS, Delhi, has since then even successfully completed the Olympic Triathlon (1.5 Km swim; 40 km
cycling; 10 km run) a few times in under three-and-a-half
hours.
His thirst for a bigger challenge unquenched, he is now
preparing for the Half-Iron Man Triathlon (1.9 km swim, 90
km cycling and a 21 km run) championship to be held this
year-end at the Talkatora-SPM Swimming complex. In
between this journey, Dr Hariprasad has graduated from a
5 km run to a 10 km and then half marathon and finally a
42 km Full marathon, which he comfortably does in fourand-a-half hours.
He has participated in several marathons including
Mumbai, Standard Chartered Singapore, New Delhi and
Omaha to name a few. The most recent one was the
Hyderabad Marathon, which Dr Hariprasad recalls, was quite
a challenge considering the number of steep flyovers in the
city all along the route.
Hundreds of colorful medals from all these events and
the many glittering gold medals decorate the walls of the living room of this clinician-scientist who along with his team
are currently investigating the A-Z of Omicron virus.
The father of two sons who balances out work-familyfriends-endurance training shares, “I mix-up of a lot of physical activities like walking, jogging, sprinting, swimming,
cycling, stair climbing, yoga, core exercises, skipping to get
the best out of my heart, mind and body.”
Every event is a learning curve and the challenge only
gets bigger and more significant with each passing year, says
the doctor who has done his MBBS from a Karnatak Medical
College, Hubli and later did his post-graduation MD and subsequently a PhD from AIIMS, Delhi. His inspirations are
sports legends such as Phelps, Dressel, Ledecky, Djokovik,
Federer, Nadal, and Kipchoge!
Of course, behind all these achievements is his rigorous
efforts, a strong-will and most importantly the support of his
family, particularly his better half Roopa, a doctor herself who
is into cervical cancer prevention at National Institute for
Cancer Prevention and Research, Noida. She doubles up as
his nutritionist and a personal chef, and ensures he gets the
right blend of food in the weeks leading up to the endurance
event, during the race and post-event. As a general rule he
usually consumes wholesome unprocessed food cooked at
home and avoids fast-packaged foods. Even delicacies be it
Pani puri, dosas, tacos, pasta, pan cakes, waffles and desserts
are given a yummy but healthy twist at Dr Roopa’s kitchen,
and it is this that helps him in ‘the long run,’ he chuckles.
“We always have a choice and end up with the easier one.
I decided to change that,” the doctor quips, adding that “Don’t
give up on your dreams, because you have no idea what all
you are capable of.”
(Medicos may write to us at healthp100 @gmail.com)
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Healthy adults who eat a diverse diet, with at least 8-10 grams
of soluble fibre such as grains, beans, lentils, nuts and some fruits
and vegetables daily, have fewer antibiotic-resistant microbes in their
guts, according to a study by Agricultural Research Service scientists and their colleagues in mBio.

Insurance Companies and the
Governments. There exist Diagnostic
Related Groups where annual medical tests are carried out so that contagious ailments can be contained in
time and the burden of paying for
cure and recovery may get lessened
from the shoulders of the Insurance
Company or Government.
Many Insurance Companies offer
annual health check-ups to those who
hold their mediclaim policies. The
private hospitals also play their active
part and offer significant rebates on
various investigation packages.
The government-run and private
hospitals organize free camps continually and the people in remote locations are investigated through mobile
vans and people must take benefit of
it without second thoughts as many
serious ailments get diagnosed in
time. More such drives are needed
which is possible by effective Public
Private People Model.

The Union Ministry of Ayush and Food Safety and Standards
Authority of India (FSSAI) , India’s apex body for food regulation
has formulated regulations of safety and quality standards for food
products under ‘Ayurveda Aahara’ category. This comprehensive
initiative will ensure manufacturing of quality Ayurveda food products and help in expanding the international market for Make-InIndia products.

he objective of this mechanism is to ensure that larger
number of ailments shall be
diagnosed at the initial stage in
rural pockets or small towns and
effective medications may begin to
uproot it.
The importance of PHCs is
considerable as the locals receive
medical aid the moment symptoms
appear. Also, such Centres are
responsible for spreading awareness
about and bringing various government healthcare measures to the
locals through Aanganvadi workers
and Asha workers.
If one does not get cured at the
PHCs, s/he is referred to the CHCs
which has adequately equipped
Diagnostic Laboratory as well. The
consultations and investigations
may help him to get fully cured. But
if there is no respite, s/he may be
sent to District Hospital and to
higher referral hospitals like All

T

India Institute of Medical Sciences
(AIIMS).
It is quessential for every resident
to understand the nuances and structure of this mechanism. Talking of
private sector, a person visits a
General Physician also known as
Family Physician, usually an MBBS
degree holder. In case of common
diseases, a person gets cured there
itself. There are Polyclinics where
Specialists dealing with various body
parts and related ailments are available and a patient may get synergized
expert opinion of these Consultants
in case of two-three ailments.
Then there are Nursing Homes
where the patients can be admitted.
It falls under primary healthcare. The
bigger Nursing Homes equipped
with Operation Theatre (OT) and
Intensive Care Unit (ICU), they are
considered as second-level or
Secondary care Centres.
The big hospitals with more
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than hundred beds, fully-equipped
with latest machines, contemporary
Modular Operation Theatres, ICU,

facilities of CT Scan, MRI, in-house
pathology and Consultants related to
every speciality are available fall
under the category of Tertiary Care
Hospitals.
The hospitals where Robotics
Surgery, Proton Therapy, Heart
Transplants, Lung Transplants and
other advanced solutions are possible are known to be Fourth-level
Healthcare Hospitals which are at the
zenith in terms of providing medical
solutions.
It may be true that these mechanisms and levels come into play once
someone falls ill but it is important
for all of us to be aware of these structures so that the illness can be diagnosed at the initial level through
investigations and doctor's interventions and prescriptions and can be
contained before it may cause serious
damages.
In abroad, the cost of keeping
every citizen healthy lies with the
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The world's first subcutaneous therapy for breast cancer that
is effective and reduces treatment time by 90 per cent has been
launched in India, Roche Pharma said recently. The treatment by
Roche called PHESGO is the first ever fixed dose formulation in
oncology that combines two monoclonal antibodies: Perjeta (pertuzumab) and Herceptin (trastuzumab) with hyaluronidase. It is
administered via an under the skin injection in combination with
intravenous (IV) chemotherapy for the treatment of early and
metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer.
³>=4BC4??>AC0;5>A740;C78=5>0C8=380=4<10BB84B

Soon facilitation centres at Indian embassies across the world
will be set up for people wanting to travel to India for treatment,
said Union Health Minister Mansukh Mandaviya while addressing a roundtable conference with senior IFS officers on 'Building
Brand India' in Delhi.
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he Sinn Fein’s historic win
T
in the Assembly election is
signaling a much-awaited
change in the power corridors
in Northern Ireland. It is the
beginning of a new era. The old
guards (Democratic Unionist
Party) were forced to give way
to a new political dispensation
(Sinn Fein) in last week’s election. Once again what has
come to the forefront is that for
long the Sinn Fein has been
linked to the Irish Republican
Army (IRA), a paramilitary
group that used violent tactics
to free Northern Ireland from
British control. Once it used to
be the Catholics vs the
Protestants that led to a series
of violence for decades in
Northern Ireland. The IRA is
a Catholic and nationalist
organisation that conducted
an armed insurgency against
the state for a united independent Ireland whereas the DUP
mainly evolved from Protestant
Unionist Party that itself came
out of the Ulster Protestant
Action Movement.
This election has spearheaded a new debate, a new
narrative and a new future in
this part of the UK. The total
number of seats in the
Assembly is 90, but constituencies are only 18. The
Sinn Fein won 27, DUP 25,
Alliance Party 17, Ulster
Unionist Party 9, Social
Democratic and Labour Party
8, and the rest of the smaller
parties and independents one
each.
In the 2017 election, the
DUP won 28 seats and Sinn
Fein 27. The margin of victory between the two main rival
parties was very narrow. In
2017, the Social Democratic
and Labour Party won 12 seats,
the Ulster Unionist Party 10,
the Alliance Party 8, the Green
Party 2, while the People Before
Profit and Traditional Unionist
Voice had one seat each.
What does this victory of
Sinn Fein mean for Northern
Ireland? It means a lot for the
party as it has won a majority
for the first time in the
Assembly election. And for
the DUP, it is a loss of face. The
Sinn Fein has received the
most first preference votes in

the election. The party said that
the Brexit move unleashed by
the Boris Johnson Government
in Britain accelerated the
debate on reunification with
the EU member Ireland
because most of the Northern
Irish people voted to remain
with the Union. The Good
Friday Agreement of 1998
recognises the right of the
people on the island of Ireland
to reunify if border polls in
Ireland and Northern Ireland
support it. Whereas the existing British law says that the
Secretary of State for Northern
Ireland should order a vote if
it appears likely that a majority of voters want a united
Ireland but is unclear on how
that should be decided.
However,
the
Irish
Government must also agree to
the same.
Michelle O’Neill, the First
Minister of the Northern
Ireland Government, is the
first nationalist politician to
occupy that position since its
creation. During the election,
the DUP and the Sinn Fein
were battling hard for the top
post because it offers an entitlement to nominate the next
First Minister. But it must be
noted here that the office of the
First Minister and the Deputy
First Minister is an equal office
with joint powers in Northern
Ireland. But what has been
termed as symbolically important is the allocation of the
titles.
Why was it so important
for the DUP to win the
Assembly election in 2022? It
was indeed crucial for the
DUP to win the election as it
has been the most dominant
and largest political party since
the formation of Northern
Ireland in 1921 as a Protestant
majority province. Earlier the
Assembly was known as the
Stormont Parliament in the
name of the Stormont Estate in
East Belfast where the building
is located. Generally, the
Stormont is the commonly
used name to refer to the
Northern Ireland Assembly.
What is Sinn Fein all
about? Why is its win so significant for Northern Ireland?
The Irish phrase “Sinn Fein”
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refers to “We Ourselves” or
“Ourselves”. The party was
formed by Arthur Griffith in
1905 when the very ideology of
Sinn Fein was brought into
practice. Originally Griffith
was the leader of the
Cumannnan Gaedheal i.e.
“Party of the Irish”. But the current form of Sinn Fein emerged
only in the 1970s. The policy of
Sinn Fein enunciated by
Griffith highlighted passive
resistance to the British, nonpayment of taxes, the formation of an Irish ruling council
and independent law courts.
Untill the rise of the Easter
Rebellion or Easter Rising in
the month of April (24-29)
1916 in Dublin by the Irish
republicans, the Sinn Fein was
not in the limelight around the
world. This rising was all but to
challenge the colonial rule of
Britain over Ireland and to
establish an independent Irish
Republic.
It was an armed insurrection launched for the first time
during the Irish revolutionary
period. After this rebellion,
the Sinn Fein became the rallying point for a new brand of

ultranationalist sentiment
which is also known as
“Republicanism”. The fury of
the nationalists could well be
gauged from the historic
proclamation of the Republic
published in 1916. The proclamation known as the “The
Provisional Government of the
Irish Republic to the People of
Ireland” clearly says: “Irishman
and Irishwomen, in the name
of God, and of the dead generations, from which she
receives her old tradition of
nationhood, Ireland, through
us summons her children to
her flag and strikes for her freedom… We declare the right of
the people of Ireland to the
ownership of Ireland and to the
unfettered control of Irish destinies to be sovereign and indefeasible…” This clearly hints
that the Irish people wanted to
come out of the colonial yoke
of British imperialism when the
latter was fighting the First
World War in Europe.
Sinn Fein’s basic objective
is to unite all the 26 counties of
the Republic of Ireland and 6
counties of Northern Ireland
under the umbrella of a

Democratic Socialist Irish
Republic. For many years, this
part of Ireland had the
“Troubles” or better known as
“Northern Ireland Conflict”
that ravaged the land from
1968 to 1998. It was clearly a
bloody flight between the
Catholic and the Protestant
community of Northern
Ireland about their relationship
with Britain.
Against this background,
the historic win of the Sinn
Fein is to be taken seriously by
the people of Ireland, the
Republic of Ireland and of
course by Britain. Now the
political situation in Northern
Ireland has become fragile. It
seems the unionist DUP will
not join the new government
until the post-Brexit custom
arrangements.
The Sinn Fein, the single
largest party, now has the right
to occupy the post of the First
Minister. But a functioning
Executive cannot be established without the DUP taking
the role of the Deputy Minister
in the new government. As per
the constitutional mandate of
Northern Ireland, the DUP

has to take the required role of
the Deputy in the power sharing agreement. If this power
sharing does not take place, it
could trigger a constitutional
crisis in Northern Ireland.
After the withdrawal of
Britain from the 28-member
European Union (EU) in 2020,
the relationship between the
UK and Northern Ireland and
between the EU and Northern
Ireland has come into question.
And to set it right, what has
emerged is known as the
famous Northern Ireland
Protocol or post-Brexit
Customs Arrangement Deal.
Under the protocol, checks are
needed on goods coming into
Northern Ireland from the
UK. Since it came into force
from the beginning of the 2021
when Britain formally left the
EU, the protocol became a
bone of contention between the
UK and the EU.
Many wonder why the
Unionists are against the deal.
The Unionist parties are
opposed to the protocol as to
them placing physical border
across the Irish Sea absolutely
undermines the longstanding

union they advocate between
Northern Ireland and the UK.
Paul Givan of the DUP in fact
resigned over this matter as the
First Minister of Northern
Ireland in February. Just before
the Assembly election, in a
public debate Sir Jeffrey
Donaldson, the leader of the
DUP, made it clear that his
party may not take part in the
new government unless the
outstanding issues around the
protocol are solved amicably.
Today, leaders like
Donaldson have voiced concerns about a decisive action on
the protocol at the earliest.
Indeed, this protocol is very
necessary as the border is too
sensitive an issue which can’t be
ignored.
One must flash back on the
fragile history of Northern
Ireland and how the past peace
efforts came after decades of
armed fighting by the IRA
against the UK. And clearly, the
agreements to bring back peace
to this part of the UK also
included the removal of visible
signs of border. Now, if any
physical border is erected
between Northern Ireland and
Britain, this could rightly
threaten the historic peace deal
known as the Good Friday
Agreement or the 1998
Northern Ireland Peace Deal.
It is very clear that Sinn
Fein’s victory will not push for
the union of Northern Ireland
with the Republic of Ireland,
but it has simply started the
process. Britain’s future measures towards this part of its
territory may be more cautious
in the days to come. Politically
speaking, the Sinn Fein has to
go a long way to muster a clear
majority as the roots of the
DUP are still very solid in
many areas across the island.
(Dr Makhan Saikia has
taught political science and
international relations for over
a decade in institutions of
national and international
repute after specialisation in
globalisation and governance
from Tata Institute of Social
Sciences, Mumbai. He is the
chief editor of the Journal of
Global Studies, an international research journal)
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nation-state as a political, social
and economic reality has been
exhausted in the hegemonic
Islam and western modernity
debate. The text and practice
distinction has been a historical reality in Muslim societies,
and it remained equally significant with the rise of the
nation-state system. The question of the separation between
religion and politics has been
a different historical reality in
the pre-scientific world.
The religious experiences
among all faiths and societies
have a different trajectory.
However, there has been a
homogenised notion of such
division in Islam. The core
vision of Islam doesn’t make
any distinction between sacred
and secular, and political and
temporal. The argument is that
politics can’t be separated from
Islam as its core value.
Propagators of such ideas
were not just orientalists but
have been equally among
Muslim scholars. The division
between din (religion) and the
dawla (state) has been a usual
practice in Muslim societies
since its origin, notably after
Islam emerged as an organised
form of life and the emergence
of Islamic empires. But the
question remains “why is it a
contested concept, and are
they compatible”?
The nation-state system is
a few centuries old idea born in
modern Europe. The nationstate system came to Muslim
societies only in the 20th century, under two separate circumstances: the collapse of
the Ottoman Empire and the
rubric of European colonialism.

The gaze of orientalism has
been a central episteme in creating a sustained knowledge
power discourse over western
understanding of Islam and
thus the idea of the Muslim
world and idea of Islam has
been categorised as a singular
category. There is a vast generalisation over the accordance
given to Islam and nationstate compatibility.
With failing democracies
and the rising number of failing states in the current world
system, and the authoritarian
structure in the majority of
Muslim states, there is a discussion whether Islam and
nation-state are compatible.
Religion and politics: An
Islamic context
The boundaries of religion have always crossed the
boundaries of politics and viceversa, both in practice and in
the language of Muslim
empires. James Piscatori argues
that Islam and the nationstates debate has been broadly
discussed under two schools of
thought: Conformists and nonconformists.
The non-conformists’ refutation is based on the thrust
that comes directly from the
Quran, shaping the whole
human sphere of life; spiritual,
physical, individual, social,
economic and political through
the divine law called Shariah.
The non-conformists’ holy
will is supreme, and God’s
sovereignty doesn’t allow the
human will to trespass God’s
divine decree.
After all, the human will is
the core idea of the nation-state
system, which defines the
whole sphere of life.
Therefore, God’s decree
under the command of the

Quran and Shariah would
decide the do’s and don’ts for
humans, which is insignificant in the nation-states system. In this regard, the case of
Saudi Arabia is significant.
The Saudi Arabian case is
essential for two critical reasons: It’s where Islam finds its
origin, and for Muslims worldwide, it’s the heart of Islam.
And secondly, the Saudi
State’s behaviour since the
state’s formation in 1932 under
the command of the King has
been an institutionalised form
that foretells the contemporary
image of Islam in Saudi Arabia.
This is to understand the making of an institutionalised form
of Islam or official Islam as
many categories in Saudi
Arabia under the aegis of the
nation-state system.
This makes the case further
critical to know how the state
has dominated this space
despite being considered the
most conservative that follows
a strict religious command in
controlling the Saudi society, its
religiosity and the everydayness
of life.
In short, Saudi Arabia
defies the core nature of the
conformists’ view, and therefore, the question of legitimacy needs serious analysis.
The idea that despite being
the most conservative country
in the world that follows the
Wahhabi brand of Islam, Saudi
has managed to create a dominant space for the idea of the
nation-state.
Therefore, the core
assumption of an Islamic state
is that authority, regardless of
the status of exercising power
over the subjects, is legitimate
according to the Islamic juridical theory if it follows divine
sources like the Quran and

Sunnah.
In that scenario, can a
Muslim majority state necessarily become an Islamic state,
or it can only become genuinely Islamic only by applying
the Quran and Sunnah and
Shariah laws in the realm of the
socio-political feature of the
nation as a basic constitution of
the country?
The two critical elements
of the Islamic state are command (amr) and prohibition
(nahy). However, the juridical
sphere of the state follows the
command and prohibition
based on jurisprudential (fiqh)
traditions based on the interpretations of the divine command of the Quran and sayings
of the prophet.
Islamic philosophical/theological and legal enquiry creates a fundamental difference
in the contested aspect of fiqh
traditions that have been divided among four schools in Sunni
Islam (Hanafi, Shafii, Maliki
and Hanbali)
On the issue of Shariah, the
vital principle for an Islamic
State has four primary dimensions: First, enforcing ordinances of Shariah.
Second, for an administrative position, any stipulation
of Shariah is unacceptable.
Third, a properly constituted
Islamic government is a
Muslim’s religious duty.
People’s consent is a part of
forming an ISIS; fourth, the
government comes into existence based on the people’s free
choice of the Quranic expression, “from among you.
“As Muhammad Asad
helps in understanding these
significant distinctions in the
rulings of Shariah based on
Fard (obligatory-omission of
which is a sin) and Mubah

(allowed) omission of which
doesn’t make a man sinner.
Mandub (recommended)
has merit in it, and the deletion
doesn’t lead to sin. Makruh:
Undesirable but committed
acts can’t be a sin. Mutlaq:
Neither meritorious nor sinful.
This significance of the diversity of ruling Shariah directs
the Muslims to accept the
divine law (Shariah) and an
open road (Minhaj) where ijtihad comes as a free enquiry
despite the place for Shariah as
divine law is the basis of the
Islamic state system for fulfilling all spheres of life.
The practice, however,
through fiqh rulings, is based
on Qiyas. The room for the
state to create its dominance
comes from fiqh traditions in
the absence of no strict divine
commands.
The source of the state
sovereignty in an Islamic State
as a political framework for
Muslim unity and cooperation
and means for equity and justice is based on three guiding
principles: Injunctions of the
Quran and obey God, obey
the Apostle and those in
authority.
The injunctions, “He who
follows me, obeys God; and he
who disobeys me disobeys
God. And he who heeds the
Amir (head of the state)
observes me, and he violates
the Amir and disregards me.”
Therefore, a Muslim,
nature wise and superior ineligibility is a qualification under
Shariah for the head of the
state. In this sphere of a philosophical-technological and
legal aspect, the Saudi state
commands its legitimacy and
creates a space for an official
and institutionalised form of
Islam.

Understanding official
Islam and its multivariate
dimensions
Despite the structural differences, the genealogy of
Muslim societies and the historical processes overwhelmingly have placed Islam as an
ideology.
This whole idea of putting
Islam as an ideology is the root
of the concept of Dar-ul Islam
(House of Islam) and DarulHarb (House of war) and the
violent form of jehad as a language of the Islamic empires
more than a Quranic command for Muslims against nonMuslims.
This has been a galvanising
force for Muslims on the question of brotherhood and social
justice. Second, the idea is
Islam needs to be politicised.
This has been a core factor of
Islamic revivalism. The Islamic
movement in the name of panIslamism started during the
end of the Ottoman empire and
the rise of the western intervention of colonial enterprise
in the heart of the Muslim
world.
This notion reached its
more politicised form after the
height of the Muslim
Brotherhood and found a revolutionary expression in the
1979 Iranian revolution. The
argument here is that politics
in Islamic colleges lag in institutional development because
Islam lacks an organised priesthood.
This has had two consequences. One is that there was
no effort of reformation in
Islam in the absence of institutional efficiency and the second consequence is that the
ulama or clergies were never
established sufficiently to wield
real power and lacked the ide-

ology and organisational characteristics.
It might be assumed therefore the future stability of Saudi
Arabia may well depend on
how the government balances
demands for political participation and the traditional concentration of power within the
Saudi elite. On the ideological
factor, a tendency in orientalist tradition is that Islam is antithetical to modernisation.
If the 1950s and the 1960s
were dominated by Arab
nationalism, the 1970s and
1980s witnessed the rise of
“Islamic fundamentalism,”
challenging secular ideologies
and Muslim governments by
appealing to religious dogma,
symbols, and rhetoric.
Democracies are failing
across the world under the
reign of authoritarianism, but
no other religious group
receives so much attention on
the question of compatibility as
Islam.
Hence, the final point that
many scholars offer is that
there is no inherent issue
whether textual or practice,
within Islam that makes it
incompatible with the
nation-state system or even
democracy.
The case of liberal democracy is a separate category as
many argue that Islam is inherently opposed to such ideas.
Still, even Turkey, Pakistan,
Iran, Malaysia, Indonesia, and
Algeria have classic compatibility cases between Islam
nation-state and their multiple
forms of expression, including
constitutional democracy.
(The writer is PhD from
Centre for West Asian Studies,
JNU, New Delhi, and is a former
journalist)
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H^dPaTWTP[cWhb\PacP]SaTU[TRcPV^^S_Tab^]P[XchcWXb
fTTZH^d_aTUTac^bcPhPRcXeTP]SPaTR^]bcP]c[h
PccT\_cX]Vc^\PZTcWX]VbWP__T]H^dZ]^fW^fc^
dcX[XiTh^dabZX[[bc^RaTPcTcWTf^a[Sh^dfP]cH^dabZX[[
X]b\^^cWcP[ZX]VP]SPSP_cPQX[Xchc^P]hbXcdPcX^]Xb
WTXVWcT]TS\PZX]Vh^dPR^\U^acPQ[TP]STPbTS
_Tab^]>]cWTf^aZUa^]cXUh^dUX]S]^RWP]RT^U
Va^fcWX]cWT_aTbT]c^aVP]XiPcX^]cWT]_[P]c^bfXcRW
^eTah^daY^QcWXbXbcWTaXVWccX\T9dbcUX[[h^daaTbd\T
P]SbT]SXcc^^cWTaR^\_P]XTbH^dPaTPRaTPcXeTP]S
[^VXRP[_Tab^]h^dR^d[SQTP]PbbTcc^P]hR^\_P]h
YdbcaTP[XiTh^da_^cT]cXP[b>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]ch^d
fX[[T]Y^hP]T]cTacPX]X]VP]SaTfPaSX]VfTTZH^dfX[[
b_T]S`dP[XchcX\TfXcWh^da[^eTS^]Tb

CWXbfTTZb^\TfPcTaQ^a]TSXbTPbTb\Phca^dQ[Th^dH^d
PaTPbT]bXcXeT_Tab^]ZTT_h^dabT[UbPUTUa^\P]hZX]S^U
X]UTRcX^]0R^\_P]h^UPSXbTPbTS_Tab^]R^d[SP[Pa\h^d
0[R^W^[d]bPUTfPcTaP]SX]YdaXTbbW^d[SQTPe^XSTS8Uh^d
UTT[_WhbXRP[[h[^fcPZTcX\T[hPRcX^]8cXb]^cPSeXbPQ[Tc^
XV]^aTh^daWTP[cW>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]cPaTRT]c_TaX^S^U
R^]UdbX^]R^d[SQTcWTaTPb^]U^ah^daRdaaT]cR^]U[XRcH^d
UTT[X]STRXbXeTd]STaR^]UXST]c_Tab^]H^d]TTSc^R^\T
^dc^UX[[dbX^]P]SUP[bTX]cdXcX^]bCWTaT\PhWPeTQTT]
\XbS^X]VbQdccWThfX[[TeT]cdP[[hQTaTeTP[TSCWTaTPaT
X]cTa]P[R^]U[XRcbcWPc]TTSc^QTaTb^[eTSb^^]>]cWT
_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dfX[[UTT[^_cX\XbcXRd_QTPcP]SW^_TUd[
PQ^dch^daaT[PcX^]bWX_b2^\\XccTSaT[PcX^]bWX_b\PhaXbT
c^]TfP]SQTccTaWTXVWcbb^^]

CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[Tg_TaXT]RT]TfT]TaVhP]SbcP\X]PfXcW
V^^SWTP[cWH^dPaTP_^bXcXeTP]SVa^d]STS_Tab^]?dc
h^daT]TaVhX]c^RaTPcXeT_dabdXcbH^d]TeTaZ]^ffWPc
h^daRaTPcX^]bSdaX]VcWXbcX\T\XVWcR^\Tc^0]hW^fh^d
fX[[T]Y^hh^dabT[UP]ScWXbcPbZfX[[STT_T]P]ST]aXRWh^da
[XUT>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]cb^\T^[SPR`dPX]cP]RTb\Ph_a^eT
QT]TUXRXP[U^ah^da_a^UTbbX^]P[[XUT8Uh^dPaT[^^ZX]VU^aP
Y^Q^[SR^]]TRcX^]bP]SPbb^RXPcX^]bfX[[QaX]VPb\X[Tc^
h^daUPRTATR^\\T]SPcX^]P]SUPe^dafX[[f^aZfT[[U^a
h^dVXeX]Vh^dP]d__TaWP]S1TP[TacP]SaT\T\QTacWPc
[^bc^__^acd]XcXTbPaT]TeTaaTVPX]TS>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]c
aT[PcX^]bWX_b\PhQTca^dQ[X]VP]Sh^dfX[[UTT[UadbcaPcTS
CWTd]WTP[cWh\X]S^Uh^da]TPaP]SSTPa^]Tb\PhWdac
h^daUTT[X]Vb
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CWXbfTTZh^d]TTSPcW^a^dVWRWTRZd_^Uh^daWTP[cW
BcaTbb\PhQT^eTa_^fTaX]Vh^dP]SRPdbTWTP[cW
_a^Q[T\b1TbdaTcWPch^dPaT_PhX]VPST`dPcT
PccT]cX^]c^SXTcTgTaRXbTP]Sb[TT_:TT_PRWTTaUd[
^dc[^^ZH^dfX[[UX]SST_cWP]SfXbS^\X]b^[XcdST>]
cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dWPeTTgRT[[T]cT]TaVhc^
PRR^\_[XbWcTSX^dbf^aZ5X]P]RXP[[hh^dUTT[bTRdaT
CWT\^]ThfX[[R^\TUa^\\^aTcWP]^]Tb^daRTH^d
\PhcWX]ZPQ^dcX]eTbcX]VX]_a^_TachPccWXbcX\T0]Tf
_a^YTRcR^d[SQTPbbXV]TSc^h^d\PZX]Vh^dQdbXTaP]S
UX]P]RXP[[hQT]TUXccTSCWTfTTZXb]^ceTahV^^SX]
cTa\b^UPaT[PcX^]bWX_Ca^dQ[Tb\PhPaXbTX]TgXbcX]V
aT[PcX^]bWX_bH^d\PhcT]Sc^UX]SUPd[cbX]TPRW^cWTa
CadbcP]SUPXcWPaT\XbbX]VF^aZ^]cWXbPb_TRc

CWXbfTTZh^dRP]_TaU^a\cWTaXVWcPRcX^]PcP]h
VXeT]\^\T]cH^dcT]Sc^UTT[h^dPaTcWT\PbcTa^U
h^daSTbcX]hH^dWPeTPbWX]X]V_Tab^]P[XchP]SPaT
[XZT[hc^T\QPaZ^]P]Tf_PcW1hQTX]VX]cd]TfXcW
cWTT]eXa^]\T]cP]SfXcW^cWTabh^d]TeTaV^fa^]V
fXcWh^daYdSV\T]c?a^UTbbX^]P[[hcWTaTXbPV^^S
RWP]RT^UaTP[XiX]Vh^da_^cT]cXP[P]S^__^acd]XcXTb
CWTaTXbP]TTSc^QTPccT]cXeTP]SP[Tac5^ab^\T^U
h^dPUTT[X]V^UbcPV]PcX^]P]SSXbbPcXbUPRcX^]Xb
cPZX]VPc^[[^]h^dH^daRPaTTaXbPccWTbcPZTCWTaT
XbP]TTSc^b^RXP[XiTP]SaTR^]]TRcfXcW_T^_[T
2^]]TRcX^]bP]SR^]eTabPcX^]bb^\TcX\Tb_a^eT
aTfPaSX]V>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ccWTaTXbP]Tf[^eT
X]cTaTbc_^bbXQ[TCWTTgXbcX]VaT[PcX^]bfX[[Q[^^\c^^

CWXbfTTZWTP[cW[^^Zb_a^\XbX]VCWXbXbPVaTPccX\Tc^
cahP]TfWTP[cWRPaTP__a^PRWTb_TRXP[[h_aTeT]cPcXeT
RPaT3^]^cWTbXcPcTc^cahP]TfWTP[Ta^ac^bTTZP
bTR^]S^_X]X^]XUh^d]TTScWPc>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]c
PSSXcX^]P[SdcXTbP]SaTb_^]bXQX[XcXTb\PhRPdbT
caT\T]S^dbf^aZ_aTbbdaTP]S\PZTh^dPf^aZPW^[XR8U
h^dPaTX]bdRWPbXcdPcX^]S^]^cWTbXcPcTc^PbZU^aWT[_
^aST[TVPcTf^aZ[^PSbCWXbfPhh^daTUUXRXT]RhfX[[
X]RaTPbTP]ScWT^dcR^\TfX[[QTSTRT]c>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]ch^dfX[[T]Y^hd]R^]SXcX^]P[[^eTP]SPUUTRcX^]cWXb
fTTZCWTaTXb_daXchX]aT[PcX^]bWX_b5^acW^bTfW^PaT
[^^ZX]VU^a[^eTPb^d[\PcTX]cWTXa[XUTcWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^
T\QaPRTcWT^__^acd]XchfXcW^_T]Pa\b

;dRZh]d\QTa #
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTT]
;dRZhSPhCWdabSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da FWXcT
;dRZhSPhCdTbSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^daSTcTa\X]PcX^]P]SfX[[_^fTaPaTbca^]V8c
fX[[WT[_h^dc^UPRTWTP[cWRWP[[T]VTbP]S_dch^dX]cWT
aXVWcSXaTRcX^]U^aPSXbRX_[X]TS[XUT0[R^W^[Yd]ZP]Sb_XRh
U^^SfWXRWdbTSc^b^^cWTh^dacPbcTQdSbbW^d[SQT
Pe^XSTSA^dcX]TTgTaRXbTb\^a]X]VfP[ZbP]SP_[P]]TS
SXTcRaTPcTf^]STabU^ah^dBcXRZ^]XcP]ScX\T[h\TSXRP[
RPaTfX[[RdaTh^daTgXbcX]VSXbTPbTb?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^d
fX[[TbcPQ[XbWh^dabcaT]VcWCWXbXbPaTfPaSX]VfTTZX]
cTa\b^Uh^da_a^UTbbX^]P]SY^Q?T^_[TfX[[[XbcT]c^h^d
P]SaTb_TRch^daeXTfbCW^bTfW^PaTX]PY^Q\PhWPeT
cWTaTPb^]c^UTT[_aXSTPUcTacWTPRR^\_[XbW\T]c^UP]
X\_^acP]c_a^YTRc>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dUTT[Q[TbbTS
[^^ZTSPUcTaP]SbWPaTRWTaXbWPQ[T\^\T]cbfXcWh^da
[^eTS^]Tb

CWXbfTTZh^da_PbbX^]U^aRaTPcXeT_dabdXcb^aW^QQXTb
XbR^]bd\X]Vh^dacX\TP]ST]TaVhH^db_T]Sh^da
cX\TUadXcUd[[hH^dPaTX]b_XaTSP]S_a^SdRcXeTX]h^da
_dabdXcbP]ST]Y^hX]VcWT\CWTaTXbPbPcXbUPRcX^]P]S
_^bXcXeTT]eXa^]\T]ccWPcbdaa^d]Sbh^dWT[_X]Vh^dc^
T]Y^hcWTQ[Xbb^UV^^SWTP[cW>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]c
cWTaTXbPfPZTd_RP[[U^ah^dc^RWP]VTh^dabT[UU^a
cWTQTccTac^VTccWTaTP[XiPcX^]c^VTc^eTacWT_TaX^S
^UR^]UdbX^]^a\Xbd]STabcP]SX]V3^]^cbcaTbb^eTa
cWT\P]Sbc^_cWX]ZX]Vc^^\dRWP]SbcPac[TccX]V
cWX]VbbX\_[hQT>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^d\dbcQT
_aTbT]cPQ[TfXcchT]cWdbXPbcXRP]SaTPShc^fX]cWT
WTPac^Uh^da[^eTS^]TCWTaTR^d[SQTRWP[[T]VTbP]S
PRRdbPcX^]bP]Sh^dab_^dbT\PhQTST\P]SX]V

WXbfTTZh^daVT]Ta^bXchZX]S]TbbR^]RTa]P]SRPaT
U^a^cWTabPaTP__aTRXPcTS7TP[cWaT\PX]bV^^SU^ah^d
P]Sh^d\PhSTe^cTPV^^ScX\Tc^[^^ZX]VPUcTah^da
PX[X]V_PaT]cbaT[PcXeT^aPUaXT]SH^dPaT[XZT[hc^U^[[^f
\TSXcPcX^]H^VP?aP]PhP\PP]S^cWTa_aPRcXRTbH^d
UTT[aT[PgTSRP[\P]SX]cd]TfXcWh^daQ^Sh\X]SP]S
b^d[>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]cTg_TRcUPXa[hPV^^S_TaX^S
=TfeT]dTbU^a\^]ThTPa]X]VR^d[SQT^_T]TSU^ah^d
CWT]TfY^Q^__^acd]XchfXcWQTccTa_a^b_TRcbfX[[TgRXcT
h^dP]ScW^bTfW^PaTd]T\_[^hTSfX[[QTVTccX]VP]
^_T]X]VU^acWT\bT[eTbc^^>[SR^]]TRcX^]bP]S
Pbb^RXPcX^]bfX[[QTWT[_Ud[>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]c
_aTbcXVTV[^ahP]SbcPcdbX]b^RXTchbWP[[T]WP]RT
AT[PcXeTbfX[[P__aTRXPcTh^daT]STPe^dab

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da<PdeT
;dRZhSPh<^]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa
;dRZhR^[^da 1TXVT
;dRZhSPhBd]SPh
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;dRZhR^[^da?X]Z
;dRZhSPhBd]SPh
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CWXbfTTZh^dPaTUX[[TSfXcWT]cWdbXPb\P]S]TfYTbcU^a
[XUTH^dfX[[UTT[WTP[cWhP]S\PhTg_TaXT]RTPRWP]VT^U
_Tab_TRcXeT=Tf_^bbXQX[XcXTbRP]QTU^aTbTT]CWXbXbP[b^P
cX\Tc^dcX[XiTh^daRaTPcXeTT]TaVXTb>]cWTf^aZUa^]ch^d
fX[[UX]SVaTPcbdRRTbb?a^\^cX^]^aWXZTX]bcPcdbXb[XZT[h
fWXRWfX[[\PZTh^dR^]UXST]cbTRdaTP]SfT[[TbcPQ[XbWTS
H^dPaTbT[USXbRX_[X]TST]TaVTcXRP]STgTacSh]P\XR
R^]ca^[^eTa[XUTH^dPaTcWT\^cXePc^aP]SP]X]b_XaPcX^]c^
h^daR^[[TPVdTbCWXbXbcWTcX\TfWT]h^daX]cT[[XVT]RT
fXbS^\P]STg_TaXT]RTfX[[_Phh^daXRWSXeXST]Sb>]cWT
_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^daSh]P\XR_Tab^]P[XchTgdSTbRWPa\P]S
X\_aTbbX^]^]^cWTabH^dPaTa^\P]cXR[^eTXbX]cWTPXa
P]Sh^dPS\XaTP]SP__aTRXPcTh^dab_^dbTfXcWbfTTc
f^aSbcWPcfX[[aTYdeT]PcTh^daaT[PcX^]bWX_

CWXbfX[[QTPeTahWTRcXRfTTZU^ah^d3^]^cVTc
_WhbXRP[[heX^[T]c*^cWTafXbTh^dR^d[SWdach^dabT[U
H^dPaTWXVW[h_TaRT_cXeTP]SX]cdXcXeTc^^H^d]TTSc^
R^]ca^[h^daT\^cX^]bP]SP\QXcX^]b0e^XSPVVaTbbX^]
P]SP]hZX]S^UPaVd\T]cbfXcWcWT_T^_[TPa^d]Sh^d
>]cWT_a^UTbbX^]P[Ua^]ccWTaT\PhQTbTaX^db
_a^Q[T\bX]h^daf^aZ_[PRTCWXbS^Tb]^cWPeTc^QT
cWTT]S^UcWTf^a[S^acWTT]S^Uh^daY^QQdcXV]^aX]V
cWTbT_a^Q[T\bfX[[]^c\PZTcWT\V^PfPhH^dWPeT
aTPRWTScWT_^X]cfWTaTh^dRP]]^fbTTfWPcXbQTbc
U^ah^dCPZTb^\T`dXTccX\Tc^STRXSTfWPch^da]Tgc
\^eTbPaT>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ccWXbXbP]
TgRT_cX^]P[[hV^^SfTTZU^ah^dFPa\cWP]SPUUTRcX^]
fXcWcWT]TPaP]SSTPa^]TbfX[[X]RaTPbT

CWXbfTTZh^dPaTbT]cX\T]cP[P]ST\^cX^]P[P]S\PhVTc
f^aaXTSPQ^dcb\P[[XbbdTb?WhbXRP[[hh^daT\PX]b^d]S
P]SWTP[cWhQdc\T]cP[cT]bX^]P]SP]gXTchR^d[S\PZTh^d
PSXbTPbTS_Tab^]0ccX\Tbh^dPaTP\^^Sh
cT\_TaP\T]cP[P]Sd]b^RXP[_Tab^]B_XaXcdP[Xb\
\TSXcPcX^]P]S^cWTaH^VXR_aPRcXRTbR^d[SQTX\\T]bT[h
WT[_Ud[X]\PZX]Vh^dPQP[P]RTS_Tab^]>]cWTf^aZ
Ua^]ch^d\dbc_dch^daQTbcU^^cU^afPaSFWTcWTaXcXb
h^daT]TaVhcX\T^a\^]ThX]eTbc\T]ch^dWPeTf^aZTS
fXcWUd[[STSXRPcX^]P]S]^ffPXcX]VU^acWTSXeXST]Sb0
V^^S\TbbPVTfWXRWR^d[ST]WP]RTh^daRPaTTaXb^]cWT
RPaS>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]caT[PcX^]bWX_bPaTb\^^cWP]S
TPbhV^X]V?T^_[TPa^d]Sh^dUTT[aT[PgTSA^\P]RT[^eT
P]S]TfTgRXcT\T]cPaTX]cWTPXac^^

;dRZh]d\QTa%
;dRZhR^[^da ?da_[T
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da 1a^f]
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh
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any in their prime youth are
ignorant of their indwelling
potential, which if pursued in
right earnest could grant easy success.
Their impressionable minds get drawn
towards many tempting influences. At a
time when they are supposed to make a
decisive choice, they keep exploring various options, and keep moving directionless. Some of them wish to pursue their
idealistic dreams, not realising that without building necessary resources, their
efforts will go in vain. In many cases,
many interests that one would be having,
they mistakenly take it as their inner
calling. One is within one’s own right to
pursue own path. But it is equally important to figure out how geared up you are
and also time one’s choices well. Their
sense of independence playing heavy in
mind, they won’t digest advice and counsel of elders either. More often they end
up frustrated, not knowing what next.
Worried parents of one such youth,
toying with many fanciful ideas, but not
able to decide came seeking guidance:
“Sometime my son wishes to pursue Art.
At other times he keeps toying with the
idea of working with an NGO to serve
people in need. He has not been able to

M

take a firm stand since he graduated.
Kindly guide what suits him the most.”
Well, with his inherent leadership
abilities, he is supposed to hold responsible public office. “Does leadership ability
simply mean holding a high office? Why
can’t this ability be used in other fields?”
Asked the youth. Well, leadership ability
is needed in every walk of life. But in
your case, the Sun is posited in career
signifying 10th house, which by itself
means Government job. Moon is
favourably aligned to Saturn, which
enables you with the capacity to hold a
position of trust. Karmic Saturn tenanted
in Aries sign is marked with central government. Further to that, Saturn is
favourably aligned with Mars identified
with administrative position. That further adds to your leadership abilities,
who would be thorough in one’s work,
having eyes even on minute details. All
put together makes you worth joining
All India Services.
“Sir, I have interest in Art. Why can’t
I pursue this field?” The youth submitted. Well, Venus well aligned to Mercury
does create interest in the field of Art.
But then, Venus is ill disposed to limiting
Saturn, and is also adversely placed to

,GHQWLI\\RXULQGZHOOLQJ
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mischievous Neptune. Also, Mercury is
placed opposite Uranus. As a consequence, you may carry the illusionary
idea of pursuing Art, but nothing significant is expected in this field. For, the
sense of Art seems to be missing. And
this is an area which you can’t pursue
mechanically, the insight has to spontaneously come out from within, the
chances of which seems remote.
“Sir, I am keen do humanitarian services also. Why not get into this field. My
leadership ability could be very well
utilised here also.” The young man came
out with his next question. Jupiter beautifully aligned to Neptune does bring in
humanitarian streak. But it is important
to note that you must have enough of
resources to pursue this line. Venus
placed adverse to Saturn will not let you
build up the necessary resources. You
will be able to serve the cause of humanity even while by being in government
service.
“Sir, it is difficult to counter your
logic. But somehow I am not able to
digest it. If we are so bound by destiny,
what is the meaning of freewill and
choice option available with human
beings?” countered the young man. My
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friend, freewill and choice option will
become meaningless if it is not backed
by free thinking without any preconditioning whatsoever. You need to discriminate between ‘what you want’ and
‘what is right’. Also, bear in mind, if
there is choice option in hand, the probability of its use and misuse becomes
equal. And there is no free lunch in this
world. You have to own up and bear
with the consequences of the choices
made. It would be desirable to apply
your faculty of discriminate intelligence
to pick up the right lead. The problem
with you is your inflated ego, coming as
it may with Jupiter placed adverse to
Mars. That limits your scope of vision
to self-defined beliefs and perception,
and not open to look beyond for reality
check. Unless you get out of this hang,
you may not be able to appreciate my
advisory. Better pursue your strength
potential first and stabilise.. You can
pursue other interests simultaneously
when you are comfortable.
CWTf
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